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American Unrest, 1789-1801 
The last decades of the Eighteenth Century were trying ones in 
infant America. Internal problelll8 plagued the country and threatened 
the newly-adopted Constitut:bn. Revolutionary conditions in France ir.-
. tensified the anxiety. As a country born of revolution, America must, 
for consistency, recognize other Republican revolutions. Nonetheless, 
in late Eighteenth Century America, the formidable need for the security 
of the Constitution and the conflict surrounding it divided Americans. 
The human search for security had squelched some of the old revolutionary 
fervor. Unwittingly, however, America was t?rust onto the world scene. 
In'ternal and external events, real or imagined, appeared threatening. 
Eventually chimerical phantoms seemed te stalk from Within and without 
the toddling Republic. ·This is, thus, the story to be told. It is a 
'torrential' tale of peaked tempers and. passions, that throughout the 
brief period of 1789-1801, assaulted American political harmony. 
America's opposing political philosophies were divisive. The lack 
of experience in political opposition created an explosive situation. As 
tempers flared, fear mounted; the opposing forces blasted forth a furor of 
charp.es, countercharges, and half-truths. Until ideas of the 'loyal oppo­
sition' ·became a part of the American political climate, the situation 
remained precarious. LoominR larger than life during these maturation 
2 
years were two American Jacobins abroad. Their im�act on the American 
scene was magniried by their alleged association with the revolutionary 
politics of France. tlow much influence they actually had on the French 
Revolution is a matter of debate; however, their. influence with both the 
powerful and the powerless, at home and abroad, created apprehension and 
fear. Two of the most influencial American Jacobins abroad were Joel Barlow 
and Thomas Paine. Although men of differing personalities, they, through 
their activities and writings, strove to ignite world revolution. Both 
might have settled into a mundane life after the American Revolution had 
it not been for the French Revolution. The explosion of 1789 gave both 
men a chance to continue their revolutionary hopes for a world-wide Re-
public. Although not acquainted during the American Revolution, Joel Barlow 
and.Thomas Paine were destined to meet as they strove to make their Repub-
lican dream a reality. 
In 1789 these American Jacobins were not lonely in their admira-
tion for the French Revolution. In time, however, opinions changed while 
Barlow and Paine remained constant throughout 1789-1801. Initially there 
was great enthusiasm for the French Revolution; even Alexander Hamilton 
was enthusiastic for a time! After all, the French had been instrumental 
in the American Revolution and Maria Joseph Lafayette had fought for 
American freedom aside General George Washington. As one would expect, 
Thomas Jefferson, only recently home from his post in France, heartily 
applauded the Revolution.l Jefferson's stance, like Barlow's and Paine's, 
remained constant, but others altered abruptly. Conditions prompted 
lJefferson is home from post as minister to France. Robert Ernst, 
Rufus King, American Federalist, (Chapel Hill: The University of North 
Carolina Press, 1968), pp. lBl-182. 
3 
anxiety; contented souls feared that the French Revolution would give 
impetus to the unrest and instability in America and thus prompt a 
renewed revolution in the new republic. 
�stility to France increased as prestigious Ameriqans were 
threatened with the possibility of further change. Jefferson accused 
men of high office and great wealth of turning away from France in order 
to emulate England.2 Even more forcefully, Joel Barlow predicted that · 
"general revolution" was at hand and nothing could stop it. Disavowing 
the traditions of England, 3arlow rejected Edmond Burke and other writers 
and "readers of books" and put his faith in the "class of men" who can 
neither read nor write.3 In this zeal Barlow helped revolutionize Arneri-
can political thought. His provocative political ideals endangered the 
American reality. Barlow blasted comfortable Americans with--"it is the 
person, not the property that exercises the will and is capable of en-
joying happiness; it-is therefore the person, for whom government is 
instituted and by whom i-ts functions are performed.114 Such conjecture 
stirred fear in the hearts of the Federalists as they jealously p,uarded 
the Constitution. While Barlow's danPerous ideas jeopardized the primary 
interest of the property-oriented Federalists, Paine's revolutionary 
ideas were even more well known than Barlow's. Barlow's Advice to the 
Privilep,ed Orders contained, in a sense, the missing items in Paine's � 
Rights of Man. Thus, the two men were philosophically akin even though 
Barlow was known more as a dreamy poet and Paine as a practical revolutionist. 
2'l'homas Jefferson, The \-Jork::> of Thomas Jefferson, 12 .vols., ed. Paul 
w. Ford, (New York: G. P. Putnam andSons, 190ur;--letter from Jefferson 
to William �hort, Philadelphia, (January 3, 1793), vol. 7, pp. 202-20u. 
3.Joel Barlow, The Works of Joel Barlow, 2 vols. Prose, Poetry, 
(Gainesville, Florida:---Scholar1S-Facsimiles and Reprjnts, 1970), Advice 
!'.2. !!2! PrivileBed Orrlers, vol. 1, p. 107. 
41bid., p. 52. 
L 
However, the reverse may well have been nearer the truth. Regardless, 
their philosophies are similar even thouGh their temperaments would give 
evidence otherwise. Their.ideas, althou�� voiced from England and France 
and in Barlow1a case even the Algiers, were an active force in America 
as well ru:t abroad. Their activities gave impetus to the proliferation 
of the Jacobin Clubs in America and abroad} 
Within a few years of 1789, Jacobin Clubs multiplied throughout 
the United States. While the clubs were considered revolutionary by 
many Americans, in reality most were conservatively created by middle� 
class reformers and "Patriots" whose prime purpose was discussion and 
education at the local levels.6 Realistically the clubs presented no 
great threat to the stability of the United States. Eventually, however, 
prominent citizens such as George Washington condemned the "self-created 
societies." Thus, political division began. Washin�ton's reaction led 
many Americans to believe that he favored Alexander Hamilton's position 
over Jefferson's. Washington's overreaction as to the dangers of the 
clubs was premature and unnecessary because within a few years most 
A1.1ericans were critical of the French Revolution, even though the Jaco-
bin Clubs did remain nu111erous and vocal. Notably, the urban areas fer-
vently upheld the French cause. Edmond Genet's f�unding of the Philadelphia 
Society had set off the formation of some forty-odd societies. The "mother 
5Jacobin Clubs originated in France at the onset of the Frenc� 
Revolution. In the be�inning they conservatively favored a constitutional 
monarchy. As the revolution progressed they became more radical. The 
Jacobins assumed power after the fall of the Girondins. Robespierre is 
the most well-known ,Jacobin. The name Jacobin was derived from the Domini-
---
can Order which in France is known as the Jacobin order. 
6rsser Wolock, Jacobin Legacr, (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1970), pp. 3-4. 
5 
societ.y" of Philadelphia gave a weak centralization to the clubs. 
Primarily, the groups were dedicated to the expiration of "aristocracy" 
and "monarchism"; secondary goals were to instruct Congressmen as to 
their duty to society and to inspire voters interest in elections. ? 
However, their existence created an irrational fear among the Federalists. 
Many of the Federalists were afraid of the new Republicanism and vould 
have preferred to cling to the old English ideas of aristocracy; they 
were afraid to allow too much power to the unpropertied Americar�. The 
societies only epitomized the possibility of this fear; the reaction was 
in�vitable. 
Opponents and proponents of the Republican societies clashed. A 
friend of National Liberty described the groups in � Jacobin Lookin� 
Glass as a "horde of malcontents," who were "sowing discontent" designed 
8 "to overthrow the present Constitution." Conversely, Jefferson, although 
heartsick at the fallen martyrs in France, continued to uphold the French 
Revolution. Jefferson stated that he would rather see "half the earth 
desolated" than see the Revolution fail. In the heat of the debate, 
Jefferson wrote that a world reduced to Adam and Eve is preferable to the 
failure of the great French experiment. 9 Understandably, Jefferson's in-
flamatory rhetoric only added to the explosive situation. 
The philosophical climate grew even more intense as the French Revo-
lution progressed. \-lhen the French Jacobins became a part of the second 
1John c. Miller, The Federalist Era, 1789-1801,(New York: Harper 
and Row Publishers, 196o), pp. 160-162. � 
8Gharlcs Warren, Ja�obin and Junto or Early American Politics as 
Vi eweci in the Diary of Dr. Na thanitl Ames, (New York: A:1s Press, 1970 )-;· 
p. 52. -- -- -
9wolock, Jacobin Legacy, p. 5. 
6 
phase of the French Revolution on 1792, many turned from the excesses of 
the Revolution, but Jefferson continued· to support the more radical phase. 
He stated that the "whole earth" depended on the French experiment. Even 
• 
though he realized that the Revolution was taking many innocent lives, he 
felt the means would prove worthy of the goal and that the innocent victims 
would eventually be exonerated of guilt and would, thus, contribute, through 
martyrdom, to a great human cause.10 Likewise, Joel Barlow continued to 
back the Revolution. In his Letter to the National Convention of France, ------ ----
he reflected his satisfaction and stated, "I shall feel myself happy in 
having rendered some service to the most glorious cause that ever engaged 
·the attention 01' mankind.1111 Likewise, Paine's� Rights � � directly 
encouraged revolution in England where the ideas became prevalent among 
the industrial workers.12 Paine's enthusiasm led him to believe that the 
"Age of Revolutions,'.'' which would lift man from slavery, was at hand.13 
Others w�re not so optimistic. Problems of the English/French 
War placed America in an unfavorable position. Neutrality became increas­
ingly difficult. ·Relations between England and France placed America in 
a betwi.x-between position. A move toward either power would put America 
in a dangerous position. By the end of the �ighteenth Century many Ameri­
cans were more afraid of France's friendship than her invasion;l4 they were 
lOJefferson, The Works of Thomas Jefferson, letter from Jefferson 
to William Short, Philadelphia, -Z January 3, 1793), vol. 7, p. 203. 
llRarlow, The Works of Joel Barlow, Letter to the National Conven-
tion of !"!�, voLl, pp. b9-70. - -
12aeorge Rude, Revoluti.onary Europe, 1783-1815 (New York: Meridnr 
Books, 196�), p. 185-186. ( 
13Thom�s Paine, The Writings of Thomas Paine, 3 vols., ed. Moncure D. 
Conway, (New York: Ai1S Press, Inc. , 1967), vol. 2, pp. 382-389, 446. 
lllGeorge Gibbs, Memoirs of Administration of Washin�ton and Ada�, 
2 vols., (New York: Burt Franklin, 1971) Letter from James Watson to Barlow, 
Hudson, (October 26, 179tl), vol. 2, pp. 112-115. 
7 
afraid that affinity with France would produce England's ire. Moreover, 
Americans, both the powerless and the powerful; }rere torn in moral al­
legiance. England was the Mother Country, but France had been an ally. 
Decisions had to be made; sides were chosen and lines drawn. The situa­
tion was perilous and irrational. Americans were in a transitional 
period. Opposition was feared, not welcomed. Nonetheless, by 1800, 
after years of epithets of "Jacobin" and "aristocrat," political con­
flict was formalized. Opposition hence became a legitimate part of 
the American political process.15 This legitimacy was hard won. The. 
period of 1789-1801 proved to be the "dangerous years,·� and Joel Barlow 
and Thomas Paine were an intricate part of these years. Allegedly they 
were a part of the opposition that would destroy the Constitution and 
bring renewed revolution and chaos to America. America was in a state 
of change and uncertainty .throup,hout these years. Symbolicly, Barlow 
and Paine reflected the changes brour,ht about by a changing world. Thus, 
they represented a part of the changing climate of America in the last 
decade of the Eighteenth Century. Although both were maligned to one de­
gree or another their contribution to political, social, economic, and 
religious thought is immeasurable. Their writings appear as modern and 
applicable in the Twentieth Century as they did 1 visionary' two hundred 
years ago. The two Jacobins remained true to the ideals of the American 
Revolution as the last decade of the Eighteenth Century brought a conser­
vative reaction. Barlow and Paine would have given a democratic-republic 
to America, but their ideals were thwarted. They, thus, left posterity 
the unrealized dream. 
l�iolock, Jacobin Legacy, pp. 272-273. 
II 
JOEL BARLOW 
Friends and Foes 
On March 24, 1759 in a Redding, Connecticut farm house a son is 
born to Samuel Barlow.1 This squirmming infant is named Joel. Who could 
foretell that after an orthodox youth, he would 9ecome an unwitting threat 
to the stability of the United �tates. There was not a more popular under­
graduate at Yale than Barlow,2 and the theological education he received 
at the college gave him a position in American intellectual society. Upon 
graduation, his innocent goal was to "love mankind" to the best of his abili-
ty. So great was his faith that he vowed to maintain this love "if it killed 
him.'! Later, perhaps regretfully, his philosophy turned toward a more Ra­
tionalistic principle.3 But while still in his youthful years he clung to 
Christianity and devoutly loved humanity. On September 13, 1782 Barlow 
was certified by George Washington as a chaplain to the Third Massachusetts 
Brigade. He was devoted to the revolutionary course and endeavored to 
combine his religion with the cause. Using his poetic abilities he wrote 
the following chorus during the American Revolution: 
lArthur L. Ford, Joel Barlow, (New York: Twayne Publishers, Inc., 
.1971), Chronology, p. 12.� 
2Theodore Zunder, The �ar�_r �s of Joel Barlow, �Connecticut 
Wit, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 193�p. 48. 
3teon Howard, The Connecticut Wits, {Chicago: The University 
of Chicago Press, 1943"J';"""pp. 293-294. 
8 
9 
"Hail the day and mark it well; 
Then the scourge of Freedom. fell, 
Then your dawning glory shone-­
Mark it,. Freeman l 1 tis your own." 4 
At this juncture there was no premonition that this man would eventually 
threaten the foundation of the internal and external security of the 
United States and e'ven turn to atheism. George Washington could not 
foresee this turn of events when he wrote Barlow's introduction to 
Marquis De Lafayette in 1788. By Washington's own word, 3arlow was con-
sidered to be a "genius," who held the key· to the gates of immortality, 
as "Patriot," "Sage," and "Hero."S In later years Washington would deny 
personal knowledge of oarlow, but for now Barlow is a respectable member 
of American society, one who serves Washington and the great American 
cause. 
This respectibility is later impeached by errors of Judgments 
that wrought life-long enemies. In 1788, Barlow went to Europe to sell 
homesteads for the �cioto Associates. The plan was to sell land (unowned, 
but held under option) to �uropeans desiring to emigrate to America. The 
economic, social, and political conditions in Europe invited the attempt. 
Many Europeans were prornpted to look for a brighter future in America. 
The land schemes ultimately led to Barlow's innocent fraud. The land was 
sold to the Europeans, mostly French families of St. Honore and St. Germain, 
,. 
but the options were not purchased. Consequently, the immigrants came to 
landless farms; the situation was dire for a time until Congress granted 
Ucharles Burr Todd, Life and Letters of Joel Barlow LL.D., (New 
York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, �Knickerbocker-;-1�6b), p. 30. 
5ceorge Washington, The Writin�s of George Washing�, from ori­
ginal Manuscript Sources, 1745-1799, 39 vols. ed. John C. Fitzpatrick, 
(United States: Government Printing Office, 1938), vol. 29, p. So6. 
10 
the land to the immi�rants in 1795.6 This unethical, if not illegal, 
business deal left future land sales in disrepute. Consequently, the 
fiasco dama�ed Barlow's reputation and produced a formidable enemy.7 
Gou•1erneur Morris was inflamed by the arrair and continued to 
blame Joel Rarlow. Rebuking the shameful and cruel Sci0to enterprise,8 
Barlow was condemned by Morris as one of the culprits wno, with promises 
or a "salubrious climate and fertile soil," lured the unfortunate rand.lies 
to America, 9 Aside
. 
from the moral aspects of the venture, Gouverneur 
Morris was concerned over Barlow's inability to pay a draft of 100,00� 
pounds. At this time both Morris and Barlow were in France, and 11orris 
was informed of the draft and its outstanding liability. Morris ulti-
mately spo�e with Barlow concerning the matter. In a "stammering con-
versation11 Barlow revealed that he had no means to retire the bill. The 
entire matter was troublesome to Horris.10 Cfowever, most important, was 
Gouverneur Morris' own financial interest. The ::icioto fiasco hampered the 
future sales of American land and thus hampered Morris' business interests; 
hence Morris was to be a life-long adversary. 
Throughout the turbulent years under examination, Barlow was to 
make many more enemies, but he also created substantial and lasting friend­
ships. Friendships ranged 1rom intimate relations with Thomas Jefferson 
6Fred w. Wellborne, The Growth of American Nationality, 1492-1865, 
(New York: The MacMillan Company, 19u3T, p. 258. 
7Gquverneur !'1orris, � Diary of the French Revolution, 2 vols, ed. 
Beatrix Cary Davenport, (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Gornpany, 1939), vol. 1, 
p. 187 n, vol. 2, p. 50. 
8This settlement is Gallipolis on the Ohio Rive�. 
9Anne Cary Morris, The Diar� and Letters•"Of 'Gouverneur �ri�, 
2 vols. (New York: DeCapo Press, 1 70}, vol 1, p. �bl. 
lO:rbid., vol. 1, pp. 535-536, 581, vol. 2, p. 60. 
-
11 
to Thomas Palne. Thomas Jelf P,rson respectfully lauded Barlow for his 
attempts to brinr� the "TransAtlantic world into· the road of Reason." With 
.. 
Jefferson's interest in the advancement of natural rights, he coneratu-
11 
lated Barlow ror the first part of his Advice !2 � Privile� �!!· 
They sustained thei� friendship through many trying years; it was to last 
until its denial by death. 
New friendships also blossomed. On one of Barlow's many returns 
to the United States, he went to James Monroe's home where Thomas Paine 
was convalescing after his French imorisonment. This initial introduction 
to Monroe led to a long-term friendship and an intimacy that would ulti-
mately lead to Barlow's appointment as Minister to France, 1811, by Sec-
12 
retary of State James Monroe. 
13 
Other 1·r1endships with prominent men, 
such as Robert Fulton, 
14 
were long lasting. 
15 
Fulton's association with 
this considered visionary · led to his introduction to Barlow's close 
friend, Thomas Paine. This meeting led Paine to help Fulton perfect the 
16 
new and innovating 'steamboat•. Both 11Toot" and Paine were affection-
11,Jefferson, The Works of Thomas Jefferson, letter from Jefferson 
to Barlow, Philadelphia, (June 2o,J.792),vol. 1-;-·PP• 122-12.3. 
12 James Woodress, � Yankee Q21-ssey, The Life 2£. � Barlow (New 
York: J.B. Lippincott Company, 1958), pp. 1S3-l� 
1�obert Fulton called 'Toot• by Barlow family. John Dos Passos, 
The Shackles of Power, Three Jeffersonian Decades (Garden City, New York: 
Doubiedayand-Company, Inc., 1966), p. 164. 
14Indicating the close relationship between Robert Fulton and B� 
low, an invitation from Charlotte de Villette was addressed to both Barlow 
and Fulton. The invitation is dated 22 Thermidor, (no· year), it invites 
both to a "fete in which the King and royalty are to be Destroyed." (22 
Thermidor was July 22, 1794?), many months after King Louis XVI (January 
21, 1793) was executed. The 11 fete" was apparently a mock enactment of the 
execution. If the date is correct it is only a matter of days until 
Robespierre's execution. Barlow Papers, Yale University Library. 
l� enry Adams, The Formative Years, 2 vols., ed. Herbert Agar (Bos­
ton: Houehton Mifflin Company, 1947.) vol: 1, p. 89. 
16w.E. Woodward, Tom Paine: America's Godfather, 1737-1789 (New· 
York: E.P. Dutton and Company, 1945), P• 30!. · 
12 
ately regarded in the Barlow household. Ruth Barlow (married, 1781)17 
prai.sed Paine for dispelling religious superstition and establishing a 
new religion of 'love 1 .18 The affinity between Paine and Ruth Barlow 
was such that Paine sent a poem to Ruth Barlow (following is an excerpt 
of the last stanza)--
"Let others choose another plan, 
I mean no fault to find; 
The true theology of man 
Is happiness of mind." 19 
Both Ruth and Joel Barlow were close to Paine; this affinity did not 
help Barlow's image; ultimately, both Jacobins �re disavowed by influ-
ential men of government. For example, when John Adams was confronted 
with a letter from Barlow, he categorized both he and Paine as "worthless 
fellows." Thia indirect confrontation with the "worthless" Barlow occur-
red when George Washington forwarded a letter to John Adams. The letter 
asked that President Adams consider Barlow for nomination as Minister to 
France. Although Washington claimed 1no personal connectior.' to Barlow, 
he had acquiesied to act as an intermediary for him by forwardini:, a letter 
20 to Adams. Ironically, evidence proves otherwise. Washington's intro-
ductory letter to Lafayette, which describes Barlow as a 11Patriot,11 "Sage," 
17Todd reports that Ruth's social status was not as r�gh as that 
to which Barlow's family aspired; consequently, Barlow's father refused 
consent to the marriage. They were married secretly in 1781; the mar­
riaee was n0t made public for a year. Todd, Life and Letters of Joel 
Barlow, LL•D., pp. 30, 56. 
- -
. - -
�� -rt is reported that Betsy Stiles, daughter of the President of 
Yale College, had her "cap set" for Barlow--but in vain. Zunder, The 
Early Days .2£ � Barlow, p. 119. 
18woodward, Tom Paine: America's.Godfather, 1737-1789, p. 283. 
l9Tb�-�., p. 284. 
20washington, The WritinP.s 
Washington to the President of the 
1799), vol. 37, pp. 119-120. 
of Geor§e Washington, letter from 
United tates, Mt. Vernon, (February 1, 
I 
Todd, � �Letters 2£ �Barlow, ll:.Q., p. 161. 
13 
and "Hero," belies W<;l-shington 's complete disassociation with Barlow. Fur­
thermore, Washington stated to Adams that he had never received correspon-
dence from Barlow (October 2, 1798). Howeyer, a letter to introduce the 
Marquis de Marnasen on April 24,.1790, denies the validity of Washington's 
statement.21 Washington's denial of personal knowledge of Barlow indi-
cates that, by 1798, association and knowledge of Barlow was ,  if not dan-
gerous, at least, uncomfortable. 
Barlow's poetry, political writings, and manuevers throughout the 
world made Barlow an influential; and to some, a dangerous personage • . Al-
• 
though Barlow's poetry pr.oved to be mediocre, it is important because it 
'WC5 a part of newly-emerging American letters and ms typically American. 
With insight, after Barlow finished "The Hasty Pudding" in 1795, he decid-
ed that he was better suited ror prose. Some contemporary critics judge 
this to have been a "sensible" decision.22 Ultimately, hi::i prose did 
prove to be superior to his poetry, but it caused great agitation also. 
Barlow, as a private citizen, oought through his prose to give advice to 
public officials.  This 1hel:ifulness 1 proved to be a source of resentment 
and bitterness. Moreover, his movements within alien countries and among 
alien officials exaggerated·his inl'luence and power. In addition, his abil-
ity to flu.xuate as conditions change did' not enhance his reliability. No-
where was this change better exemplified than in "The Vision of Columbus." 
When originally published, the poemwas dedicated to Louis XVI; however, 
2lwashington, �Writings 2£ George Washington, pp. 119-120 and 
a letter from Washington to Marquis de Lafayet�e, Mt. Vernon, (May 28, 
1788), vol. 29, p. 5o6. 
22Howard, �Connecticut�, pp. 306-307, Jltl-319. 
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after Louis' untimely demi�e, the poemwas revi�ed a�d the dedication and 
all references to Louis ware deleted�23 Too often, Barlow's antagonists 
felt that hi� political ideals could be reVised as easily as his poem • • 
To an extent this appears to be tru�; Barlow had a 1flexihility' that 
movec with a changing world. Nonetheless, Barlow did remain loyal to the 
French Revolution, even though he lived to fear its extremes. Notwithstand-
ing this, in his later years, which are not within the scope of this writ-
ing, he moved to a non-revolutionary position. 
The Home-Spun Poet 
Considered a Hartford wit in his early years, Joel Barlow became 
an outcast after the Frenc� Revolution. He was recognized as a despicable 
Jacobin and little better than a French atheist.24 French was hardly an 
apropos definition; Barlow was the product or America and remained such 
throughout his life. "The Vision of Columbus" (1787) stands as a monument 
to Barlow and America. Its illustrations and typography illustrate its 
Americani�m.25 Al�o in this and other early works, Barlow's Chri�tianity 
is as apparent as his search for freedom. This representative excerpt re-
fleets Barlow's attempt to coordinate faith and freedom. 
"While faith and freedom spread a nobler charm, 
And toils and dangers every bosom warm. 
See other ho�ts and chiefs, in bright aray, 
Full pinions crowding on the wat�ry way; 
All from their different shores, their sails unfurl'd, 
Paint their glad streamers to the Western world." 26 
23rbi�., pp. 318-319. 
24Adams, � Formative Years, vol. 1, pp. 52-53, 104. 
25rb1d. 
26i3arlow, The Works 2£ � Barlow, "The Vision of Columbus, 11 
vol. 2, p. 248. 
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Although Barlow's poetry is not as Miltonian27 as his own ego led him 
to··think, it did arouse both respect and appreciative lau�hter. P.is con­
ceit only made him more entertaining.28 Paradoxically, Barlow's imar,e of 
29 himself as a man of letters was also recognized by others. In Enp.land 
he was received as "the American Poet.1130 "The Hasty Pudding" (1793), his 
best poem,31 gave credence to this distinction. It is unique in its 
Americanism. Althou�h the poem itself lacks Barlow's early relip,iousity, 
it reflects a faith comparable to his earlier poems. 
"The Hasty Pudding" uses a minute and apparently insignificant 
theme to illustrate the abstract idea of freedom. SpeakinP, the tongue of 
America, Barlow sings the praises of the Ideal American life.32 With great 
emotion, Barlow describes the simplicity and strength 01' democracy. When 
the Hasty Pudding "rages, roars, and boils," it reflects the virility of 
the simple and natural life, an existence that gives fellowship to human 
and animal alike. In this regard, Barlow indicates his hostility to the 
slaughter of animals and his faith that life sources are provided by nature. 
His optimism portrays a genuine deep love for nature and its abundant gifts.33 
27zunder, � Earlz � of � Barlow, p. 219. 
28Adams, The Formative Years, vol. 1, pp. 103-104. 
29A copy of a note written to Helen Maria Williams regarding her 
poem "Ode to Peace •11 Miss williams had sent Barlow a copy for his judgment. 
Barlow wrote several stanzas of his own and returned them to Miss Williams 
h6ping they would be published with her own. The note indicates Barlow's 
reputation as a poet as well as his O?inion of his own work. Dated 25 
Brumaire 10 (October 25, 1802). Barlow Papers, Yale University Library. 
30J1oward1 �Connecticut Wits, p. 275. 
31Todd1 ��Letters £.!.�Barlow, �., p. 99. 
32Barlow, The Works of Joel Barlow, "The Hasty Pudding," vol. 2, 
PP• 87-88. 
- -- - --
33Ibid., vol 21 PP• 96-97. 
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"Blest Cowl t"!:y praise shall still my notes employ, 
Great source of health, the only source of joy; 
How ort thy teats these pious hands have prest! 
How oft I've fed thee with my favorite grain! 
Ano roar'd, like thee, to find thy children slain!" 34 
Accompanying this grandiose view of nature, Barlow foresees democracy. 
With America as the initial force, Barlow envisions •swells of democracy' 
pervading the countries of the worla.35 These ideas are not new to Barlow, 
but spring from his earlier more religious works. Although prior works 
picture "Christ as Captain and King," they also speak of equality among the 
"bond and free," "the fool," and "the beggar.1136 While these early reli-
gious poems are faith1·u1 to "God's holy Word," they also warn 01' "Satan's 
chains of slavery." 37 
In "The Conspiracy of Kings," Barlow judP,ed the "rif'hts of nature" 
to be the "gift of God" and rebuked one who "treads down friends when 
frightened by his foe.1138 This poem introduced Barlow's political tenden-
cy toward democracy and Republicanism. Inspired by·the French Revolution, 
Barlow wrote the poem "to celebrate the past acheivements and promised 
happiness of" France. Writing a note to a friend to introduce himSelf 
and his poem, Barlow stated that he hoped the Revolution �tild "give life 
and happiness to a considerable portion of the human race." 39 Al though 
ce.rtainly ins?ired by the French Revolution, Barlow's heart remained in 
34rbid., vol. 2, p. 97. 
35rbid., vol. 2, pp. 96-97. 
36aarlow, The Works 2!. �Barlow, "Meditations on Death and the 
Grave," vol. 2, pp:-->'8-63. 
371bid., vol. 2, PP• 63-64. 
38aarlow, The Works of Joel Barlow, "The Conspiracy of Kings," 
vol. 2, pp. 6 7-74.-
- -
39copy of a note from Barlow to Madame la Countesse dela Villebague, 
Paris, (January 22, 1790). Barlow Papers, Yale University Library •. 
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America. 
For Barlow, America becomes the cradle of thi� political philos­
ophy. In this regard, Ha.sty Pudding is synonomous with democratic ideals. 
"Dear. Hasty-Pudding, what unpromised joy 
Expands my heart to meet thee in ·savoyl • • • 
For thee thro' Paris, that corrupted town, 
How long in vain I wondered up and down,... 40 
Hence, Barlow cannot find the beauty of democracy elsewhere than Amer�ca, 
It must be acknowledged, however, that Barlow does not advocate unre-
strained freedom. He sought a balance of freedom and restraint. With 
simplicity and rhyme this democratic poet speaks of the necessity of eq-
uitahle laws and insists that empiricism and necessity are· the 'a priori' 
of the Law. In poetic form he advi�es that mistakes will be made, but ex­
perience is never wasted--one must merely try again.41 
With similar enthusiasm Barlow praises agrarianism. For Barlow, 
the love of nature is' synonomous with the love for an ap.rarian lire. He 
glorifies the farmers role in nature--"She loves the race that courts her 
yielding soil..•" and works hard to guard against the birds and worms. It 
not only enhances man's relationship to nature, but increases his affinity 
to other men who share his field!� In comparison, other pursuits, al­
though more sophisticated, are of less importance than the simple and 
natural agrarianism.43 Throughout the poem, Barlow exhibits a genuine 
.. 
love for nature and democratic ideals, an affection that disavows ideas 
of aristocracy. 
4<13arlow, Tne Works ££�Barlow, "The Hasty Pudding," vol. 2, 
pp. 89-90. 
41Ibid., vol. 2, p. 98. 
42!bid., vol. 2, pp. 93-94. 
43�., vol. 2, p. 92. 
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With an affection for the "meaner" sort> Barlow defiles the 11pif{s11 
of the aristocracy. He urges that the bounties be shared among all men. 
He denies that a generous government produces lazy and inept men; .concur-
rently, however, he chides the "pampered" aristocrats. With his usual 
democratic fervor, Barlow reiterates that it does no·t rob one man of his 
right to assure another man his.44 In this regard, Barlow appears to say 
•each according to his ability and need'. 
"Then check your hand: you've got the portions due, · 
So taught our sires, and what they taught is true ••• " 
•••• 
"Is that small section of a goose-egg-shell, 
Which in two equal portions shall devide 
The distance from the centre to the side." 45 
With similar flair he says let the raccoon and squirrel steal their stores--
but let man share his. Feverishly,·this humanitarian cries for a new de­
mocracy that will destroy t!ie nexes 01' .the past. 46 With loathing he speaks 
of courts and ki,ngs. He condemns these "vampires" that nurse at natures 
spoils. Vehemently, Barlow advocates shaking the "tyrants from their • 
thrones and cheers the waking world." Demanding that ttfreedom rise," he 
calls for equality, the wisdom of empiricism, and the union of nLiberty 
and Laws.1147 
Searching for the 'delicate balance' necessary to 'his' democracy, 
Barlow scorned the pomp and circumstance of a charismatic government. As 
an iconoclast, he encouraged laws that would rely on natural instincts and 
44Tui9., vol. 2, pp. 90-91. 
45rbid. -- ' vol. 2, p. 98. 
46.!bid., vol. 2, p •. 95. 
47Barlow, The Works of Joel Barlow, "The Conspiracy of Kings," 
vol. 2, pp. 80-84.-
- -
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the basic 'goodness' of man. Always the egalitarian, Barlow equal.ized 
the "servant and the lord" and admoni�hed those who would inhibit in<ii­
vi.dualism and nonconformity.48 With his zeal for liberty,49 this demo-
cratic poet never really lost his belief in the egalitarian ethics of · 
Christianity. Even though Barlow was probably nearer an atheist than 
Ethan Allen or Thomas Paine, he was always care1·u1 to distinguish beh�en 
Christianity and the established church.So Brotherhood and humanity. 
appears throup,hout Barlow's writings. He never abandoned his early 
Christian training; he only modified it and applied it to the human . 
condition 01· a democratic society. Consistently, Barlow spoke optimis-
tically of the beauty of nature, simplicity, brotherhood, and democracy. 
His basic love of mankind led h:im to a radical form of Republicanis�. He 
could not follow Rationalism completely because he rought for a security 
that denied the laisse faire of the rationali�ts. In his idealism he 
sWirls wit�in reason and romance. 
Ideas of the Eighteenth Century rationalism are undeniably pres-
ant; however, they merge With a genuine love for the nation. This aff'ec-
tion attempted to spread the American ideal throughout the world. In 
this regard, Barlow retained the universalism of the rationalist. None-
theless, he must be considered a "bridr,e" between rationalism and romance. 
The emotional fire of hi� writings contradict the sterility 01' pure reason. 
Hence he can be judged as a classicist�-but an American classicist. His 
home-spun democracy must be distinguished from Europeon classichsm. 
p • . 92. 
u8narlow, � Works of Joel Barlow, "The Hasty Pudding," vol. 2, 
u9For Barlow's interpretation of Liberty, see Eugene Perry Link, 
Democratic-�epublican Societies, 1790-1800, (New York: Octagon Books, Inc., 
1965), P• 2 n. 
--
. 
50i.ioward, � Connecticut �, p. 324. 
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Staunchly, Barlow stands arnon� the first pnrely American authors . Un-
doubtedly, Europeon conditions influenced his writings, but his perspec-
tive mirrors American ' s  love of nature and freedom while it defies the 
• 
inequality wrought by Europeon aristocracy. Flavored with missionary 
zeal, the former Christian minister preached a philosophy that both amused 
and annoyed his opponents . 
Social Democrat 
Barlow was consistent in his respect for the American Revolution. 
At a Fourth of July celebration in 1787, the emphatic orator stated that 
while other revolutions were prompted by chance only the American Revolu-
tion burst from reason as :well as· passion. Reason is the prerequisite to 
revolution when the populac'e is ·'enlightened ' ,  said Barlow, because such 
a populace will not be moved by passion alone. In the speech, Barlow ex-
pressed gratitude for French aid during the Revolution and. reminded 
Americans of their responsibilitirs to the world. He contended that the 
success of the American Revolution obligated each free citizen to become 
a legislator for one-half of mankind.51. Lat�r ,  Barlow continued the same 
philosophy, as he witnessed a different revolution. 
Tn a letter to his wife, Barlow told of the "sudden and glorious" 
Revolutio� that had taken place in Paris . He was excited to be a part of 
what he felt was the second revolution in favor of liberty. No matter how 
" cruel," "horrible," " just," 11noble ,11 or " memorable" it proved to be, 
Barlow approved .  He was sure that it would bring "happiness to millions 
51Joel Barlow, "Fourth of July Oration delivered at the North 
Church in Hartford at meeting of Constitutional Society of Cinncinati," 
( July 4, 1787). Microcard E286, H32, (Booth. Library, Eastern Illinois 
University, Charleston, Illinois ) ,  pp. 1-8, 10-12. 
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of human creatures .1152 Shortly after this first thrust of revolution in 
France, Edmond Burke attacked the revolution in Reflections on the Revolution 
-- - - - --- --- -
in Franc� (1790). Both Paine and Barlow were quick to reply. Paine an­
swered with � Rights �! � and Barlow with the �...s2 � the Priv:i.leped 
Orde�!!. (February 4, 1792 ) .53 Perhaps Barlow•s · conceit is apparP.nt in the 
title of his dissertation; · however, Bar1ow felt qualified,  as a past rev-
olutionary, to advise the nations or Europe . Although Barlow 's  effort was 
not as highly-regarded as Paine 's, it is his "most important and lasting 
work." Upon its completion, Barlow became a full-fledged radical and a 
member of the English Constitutional Society,54 an organization that 
stirred fear of revolution in the hearts of men like Edmond Burke . The 
heip,ht of the fear reached was unwarranted, but nonetheless effected de-
cisions and ideas . 
Barlow's Advice to � E!_ivileged Orders and other writings pre-
aents a detailed analysis of his political philosophy. Innate knowledp,e 
is of prime importance throughout the social democrats 1 philosophy. He 
relies on man 's basic instincts and goodness . This ' a  priori' influences 
all of Barlow's social, political, and economic philosophy. 
On the social scene, Barlow had definite ideas on what constitutes 
justice. Forever the idealist, this American Jacobin had specific ideas 
concerning crime and punishment. According to Barlow, the gover111·1ent is 
52tetter to Ruth Barlow 1'rom Joel Barlow, Paris ( July 28, 1789 ) .  
Barlow Papers, Yale University Library. 
53Barlow, through his writing, is becoming more and more associa�cd 
with Paine and his ideas . Paine 's Rights of Man is short on law and reli­
gion; Barlow picked up omissions iil'.Ad'Vice-t'O"the Privileged Orders . 
Victor Clyde Miller, Joel Barlow, RevOIUtIOnISt:--London, 1791-92, (Hamburg : 
Friederichsen de Gruyter and Company, l9J2}, pp. 7�"f:"" � � 
54Ford,  � Barlow, p. 29. 
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obligated not only to "refrain" the vices of :nen, but to prevent t!"lem. 
Thus, the " state has no rip,ht to punish a man, to 'Whom he has given no 
previous instruction." Likewise, guilt must be proven and not presu.rr.e d .55 
The general conclusion almost i�dicts 'society• as the cau�e of all crime ; 
consequently, there is some doubt that society has a right to ?Unis h  crimes. 
It appeared to Barlow that each punishment was a new crime1 Hence, the 
humanitarian advocated that correction replace punishment. Although he 
made an exception of war and revolution, his basic ideal rebuked capital 
punishment . Barlow intended this axiom to apply to individuals as �11 as 
parties within the goverrunent .56 Astutely, however, Barlow realized that 
men cannot know the limits of society and the law without education. Con-
sequently, like Jefferson, he supported public education • 
. 
It is " absurd" and impossible to compel performance to law with-
out knowledge and understanding, warns Barlow • . Ideally, of course, laws 
"command respect," not "terl'.or,11 becaus�. they stem from the majority of 
the governe d . 57 However, even 'When ideally formed by the majority of the 
populace, the laws must be understood completely. Concurrently, the citi-
zens must be educated to preserve their right to have a voice in the law. 
Th�, with the aid of public instruction the system of government can im-
prove and preserve the "morals of mankind." Barlow objects to the old 
maxim "that ignorance of the law is no excU.Se to the offender •11 He re-
55Barlow, The Works of Joel Barlow, Advice !:.2 � Privileged Or­
�' vol. 1, pp. 173-175. 
56i3arlow, !!:12. Works 2!_ Joel Barlow, !, Letter 1£ the !ational �­
vention of Franc!'.• vol. 1, pp. 74-78. 
57Barlow, The Works of Joel Barlow, Advice � � Privileged Q!:-
ders, vol. 11 p .  210; - -
-
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gards it an an apoloP,y for tyranny and a maxim that should not "disgrace 
a national government." Emphatically, he insisted that "knowledge is the 
foundation of obedience and laws have no authority, but where (un1ess) 
they are understood .1158 In order· to accomplish this goal and educate the 
populace, Barlow suggested that elected, salaried teachers teach the 
science of liberty and happiness. Although Barlow would not eliminate re-
ligion from education, he suggested that education m�;:>t refute the alleged 
supernatural po�rs of the church hierarchy. Accor�ingly, elected teach­
ers would oreve�t the creation of an educational hierarch,59 that could 
be as tyranical as the religious hierarchy. As the product of an age of 
uncertainty our social democrat had intense feeling about tyranny and 
applied and versed them freely. 
In !!_ Letter !:2_ � National Convention £! France, .£!! � �� 
of � Constitution � !12!1 Barlow's political philosophy is comprehen­
sively outli ned .  First he advises that, even though the Constitution is 
• 
presently adjudged perfect, it should allow citizens to make alterations 
and each new legislature should be able to propose, adopt, and ratify 
amendments .60 Without further discussion it is readily apparent that 
Barlow is suggesting changes commensurate with the American Constitution. 
Reflecting additional concern for the legislature as well as a 
safeguard against tyranny, the political theorist demands a specific 
written constitution. One of Barlow's  indespensible demands was "that 
58aarlow, The Works of Joel Barlow, A Letter to the National Con-
vention £! France, vol. 1, pp: 7B'=88. 
- -
59Barlow, The Works· of Joel Barlow, Advice � �  Privileged Or­
�, vol. 1, pp. 129-luS. - -
60sarlow, The Works of Joel Barlow, A-Letter to the National· Con-
vention � France,wl. 1, pp: 'lf'f-13'9. 
- - -
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every public salary should be restricted to a sum not more than suffi-
cient to reward the officer for his labor ." This sum of course would be 
determined by the legislature . Such a safeguard would avoid "pomp," which 
Barlow saw as an insult to public office .61 Concurrently, annual popular 
elections would avoid the retention of unpopular legi�lators .  Moreover, 
Barlow suggested that representation be according to population not terri­
tory or property. 62 To avoid misunderstanding on this point , Barlow rec-
o�nized t he  local responsibility of the representatives and argued against 
virtual representation. He advised representatives to represent their 
• 
constituents and necessarily be in close contact with the populace repre­
sented.63 Barlow did not stop With this adVice to the lep,islature . He 
continued his a-weeping political dialogue . 
His dissertation included advice on military and international 
affairs. Barlow censured the French Convention for maintaining a 9eace-
time army. There is no need for an army in peacetime, chided Barlow; its 
maintenence only increases the danger of inva::iion; therefore, the "strength 
of the army is the weakness of the nation." A truly dedicated citizenry, 
admonished Barlow, will defend their nation when called upon to do so. If 
the citizens are not allowed to be a part 01· this •probable necessity' ,  
their personal allegiance will diminish ·and they will not be an intregaJ. 
part of the nation and its protection. Furthermore, the citizen will 
constantly worry about the intrigues of the army and its leaders.64 
61Barlow does not spell out salary, merely says amount to make them 
equal to the task. Government was to improve morality, not for "pomp ." 
Ibid . ,  vol. 1 ,  pp. 64-71.  
62Ibid . 
_ _  , vol. 1, pp .  52-53. 
63rbid . ,  vol. 1, PP• 71-73. 
64rbid. ,  vol. 1, PP• 85-87 . 
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Barlow's  advice was typical of one who desired a spiritual unity within 
a nation. One can readily see that Barlow, in this area and ot�ers, was 
tinged with romance. However, his rather • mystical spirituality' was 
based on rationalistic ideas of Liberty. Even thoueh the Liberty was 
bridled, it remained an intrinsic value . 
Later in his comprehensive discourse, Barlow reconunended com.�er-
cial and internal liberty. Explicitly, a Maritime Convention was sugges-
ted; a meeting that would define and declare maritime rights and create 
a chancery consistinp, of one delegate from each power. To maintain the 
authority of the Mari time regulations, Barlow recommended a "ban" on the 
"commerce" of non-members and violators of the regulations.6? To insure 
internal liberty, our political philosopher exhorted that the government 
take an active interest in many aspects of life . He advocated that the 
government stay out of debt, tax moderately, and make an annual altruis-
tic call for money. Barlow' s  optimism was extreme in this notion. He 
expected citizens to voluntarily contribute money for the maintenance of 
the government, sustenance that would include roads arid canals to connect 
and assimilate people.66 BarlowJs prime interest was a cohesive United 
' 
States, but for the purpose of unity and morality, not ecortbmic advantage . 
Our Christian minister ' s  background was reflected in this and 
other political philosophy. His over-riding aim was morality in political 
institutions. Hence , he disavowed public lotteries as an exploitation of 
of the populace . Leaving reality to " chance, destiny, and fate," exclaim-
65narlow, The Works of Joel Barlow, One Letter to G�neral Wash­
ington, vol. 1,  pp:-443-458.- -
66rbid., vol. 1,  p. 458. 
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ed Barlow, diverted man from his innate drive toward ' industry • . 67 Sim­
ilarly, debtors ;Jrison ap:)eared self-defeating and vengeful to Barlow. 68 
Men cannot pay debts in prison! More importantly, perhaps, debtors 
prisons could be used to stifle one ' s  enemies • . Firmly, Barlow uncata-
gorically stated that a man should never lose his liberty because of debt. 
Apparently the French Convention of 1792 allowed detainment for debt, but 
exempted officials of government from this possibility. Believing that 
laws apply to all equally, Barlow censured the exemption as well as im­
prisonment for debt generally. 69 It is easy to see from this brief · . 
analysis that Joel Barlow left a comprehensive political philosophy to 
posterity. His propositions w:ere generally based on natural rights and 
humane restrictions , which he felt would ultimately produce moral laws, 
moral liberties, and moral men. Uilfortunately, emphasis on liberty in 
the Eighteenth Century is an unpopular accenuation which is maligned and 
feared. 
The English considered Advice to � Privileged Orders a . seditious 
work .  Although Barlow was not indicted or convicted for libel, as was 
Paine for·his � Rights 2.£ �,10 he was considered a da�er to the estab­
lished order. When Thomas Jefferson wrote to Barlow he was concerned as 
he related the "heresies" against re.ason in the United States . However, 
with the map,nanimity peculiar to Jefferson he hoped that those who attack 
67Barlow, The Works of Joel Barl�w, 
vention .£!: France,-VOl . 11 7pp. 'S()':'ff1. 
6Bibid . 1  vol. 1, PP• 73-74. 
69rbid. 
A Letter to the National Con-
?�either Barlow nor his publi�her was blamed nor was the work 
bahned. Woodress ,  � Yankee Odyssez, pp. 119-120. 
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the liberties of France will "attain theirs.1171 The similar philosophie3 
of Jefferson and Barlow accounted for their long-lasting contact and 
friendship. Of course, one can find differences as well as similarities, 
but it is fair to $ay that �oth Jefferson and Barlow were greatly influ­
enced by the French Philosophs . 
Barlow placed ereat emphasis on the environment of man. Society 
and its laws became extremely important. Consequently, he accepted at 
least part of the 11necessitarianism" of the Philosophs, and was, concur-
rently, fairly well aquainted with Joseph Priestly and Jonathon Edwards. 
This explains ,  at least in part, his great regard for popular education.72 
J.J. Rousseau's influence is also notable in his work. Rousseau 's  Social 
Contract ideas appear throughout Advice �  !h!:, Privi�eged O.rqer�,73 Al· 
though Barlow was reserved on materialistic ideas, he m.irror'ed Baron d 
Holbach 's  disdain for church authority. Reminiscent of Holbach, Barlow 
blamed the medieval church for proliferating a "habit of thinkinR" which 
allowed for or sustained feudal authority.74 In the last analysis, 
Barlow is a 'classic idealist • .  His denial of the practicality of per­
petual peace, as espoused by Henry IV and later by J.J. Rousseau,75 quali-
fies his idealism. 
As he turned to law to insure rights and happiness, he embraced 
71Jefferson; The Works of ThomaS. Jefferson, letter from Jefferson 
to Joel Barlow, Philaae�phia,-(J'Un�0,-17�), vOI. 7, pp. 122-123. 
72Howard, The Connecticut Wits , p .  278. 
73Paul Merril Spurlin, Rousseau in America, 1760-ltl091 (Alabama: 
University of Alabama Press , l9b9). p; M. Also see Howard, The 
Connecticut Wits, p. 287. 
7Lt1oward, The Connecticut Wi_ts, pp, 279-281, 
75spurlin, Rousseau in America, p. · 85. Also see Howard, The 
�ecticut �!-_I!, pp. J04-Jo">n. 
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the form and morality o f  classicism. In summary. , however, one mu:::;t 
recognize Barlow' s  budding nationalism. He cannot be considered in the 
same catagory as the Nineteenth Century nationalist, but his nationalis-
tic pride is apparent . Although his international or miss:i.onary zeal 
so�times denied it, he truly loved America and its founding ideals. 
Barlow never considered himself a Frenchinan even thoueh he did gain French 
citizenship. In 1799, he writes that the French Revolution is thus far 
a failure because it lacks the representative democracy and federaliza­
tion of the United Statea.76 Hence, Barlow is never a threat to the 
United States per se. His threat is to those who have moved away from 
the ideals of the American Revolution, ideals that attempted to crush 
the aristocracy and replace it with an egalitarian Republic . With t ime ,  
the Federali�ts had moved away from this original ideal and thus sepa-
rated themselves from Barlow and his 'humane • idealism. Or perhaps, they 
were never really a part of the drive to create a new system of govern-
roont that would epitomize human rights over property rights. Possibly 
, 
it is correct to say that �he conflict of 1789�1801 was merely a contin-
uance of old debates .  was the United States to be a land of· human rights 
or property rights? 
Citizen of the World 
Joel Barlow, throughout .the years 1789-1801, must be called a 
citizen of the world . His excursions took him from the United States 
to Paris, to London, to the Algiers, and back again to Paris and the 
7�oward1 -1.!!!. Connecticut Wits, pp. 304-305. 
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United States.77 Having impact on the internal and external policies of 
all the countries mentioned, it was little wonder that the American 
government feared Barlow's influence. His practical interest in the 
world and its citizens had appeared as early as 1787. 
With his usual oratorical �race Barlow gave an American in vi-
tation to emigrants from the rest of the world . P.is goal was to fill the 
" empire" With the "worthiest and happiest of mankind ." 78 The Federalists 
would eventually rue this universal invitation. The Alien Acts of 1798 
indicated hostility to the. 'emigrating republicans ' .  79 However, in 1787 
the future animosity was not envi�ioned. Its manifestation would wait 
until the 'alien threat' became allegedly dangerous and ominous to the 
Federalists. However, Barlow consistently favored emigration both to the 
United States and abroad . 
On the question of immigration and citizenship, Barlow rP-buked 
France for her policy. France should, with fraternity, says Barlow, 
accept anyone who declares a desire to reside in France. Moreover, these 
persons should possess the same rights as other Frenchmen. Thus , France 
would set .an example of liberality. Our citizen of the world re1·uted 
France 's diverse means of revoking citizenship. Barlow stated that, if 
the United States policy were as it is in France, he would be disenfran-
11Mrs. Barlow did not accompany Barlow to Paris . In this letter 
he urged Mrs. Barlow to come to Pari�. Apparently she was reluctant due 
to the distance involved. He wrote to urge her 'departure, " many wives 
have done the same thing--that is, to come to Europe to their husbands." 
Letter to Ruth Barlow from Joel Barlow, Paris , (December 9, 1789 ) .  
Barlow Papers, Yale University Library. 
78Barlow, "Fourth of July Oration," ( July 4, 1787 ) ,  p. 20. 
79Alien-oedition Acts 1798, four acts,- Naturalization Act, Alien 
Act, Alien Enemies Act, Sedition Act. 
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chi;.ed from the United States.80 In addition, he advised that thr- Frenr;r. 
National Convention increase their 'active �itizens ' ,  and advocated t'W'Jnt:r 
y�ars of ape as th� sole prerequisite to voting. Barlow chastiseo the r,on-
vention and said that in some respects the new p,overnment of France was 
reminiscent of the old destroyed government.Bl Althour.h a staunch dP.fend-
er of tho French Revolution, Barlow never failed to criti�ize and ad'lise . 
He wanted the new government to abandon the ideas of the oln one. 82 UrRing 
the abandonment of French colonies, he s ought revolution and self-deter­
mination for all nations .BJ Barlow was especially interested in Savoy. 
With forbodence he spoke of the war between the Italian principalities 
and France; he sugeested that it would continue until the Italian despots 
were overthrown .B4 By this point in time most Americans have · turned 
against the French Revolution; there had been an 'about face ' at least as 
early as the French Reign of Terror. 
Nonetheless, in America, the early years of the Revolution were 
enthusiastic. Even the Federalists approved .  When Barlow spoke on t�e 
floor of the French Convention, he was applauded. Ezra Stiles and James 
WatsonB5 warmly wrote of Barlow's contribution. They congratulated him. 
Events changed moods ; however, Watson lived to regret his congratulations , 
80sarlow, The v.Torks of Joel Barlow, A Letter to the National Con-







. •  
, vol. 1 ,  pp. 53-55. 
82Barlow, The Works of Joel Barlow, Advice to � Pri vileBed Or­
de�.' vol. 1, pp. 310-311. - - --
B3sarlow, The Works of Joel Barlow, A Letter to the National Con-
ventJ:2� of Franr.e,-VOl. 1 ,  pp:' '82-'85. - -- - -
84narlow, The Works of Joel Barlow, � 1ette! !� � People o� 
Piedmont, vol . 1, PD:- 355-35'7. - --
8SE7.ra Stiles, see "Infra 'p. 12, n .  17 •" James Watson, see nrnfra 
p .  6, n .  14." 
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while Ezra Stiles,. dead witbin two years, did not live to see Barlow ' s  
fall from grace in the United State s . 86 At the time, however, Barlow 
was considered " a  real friend of liberty." His dual citizenship, which 
he obtained in 1791, only ennanced his image in the United States, by 
makinp, him a friend of the French Revolution. 
In the early years of the Revolution he worked with Edmond 
Genet.87 Genet sent him, alorlf? with three others , to Loui�iana as a 
member of a revolutionary expedition.88 The purpose was to spread re-
publican ideas in the Louisiana colonies .  A military attack was envis-
ioned, bnt never materialized. None of the agents were suited to their · 
revolutionary purpose .  89 Barlow' s  revolutionary fervor had its limits. 
He was more of a philosopher and theorist than a pragmatic man of action. 
However , the excursion did not enhance Barlow's reputation as either a 
'peacemake r '  or a revolutionary. Although Barlow never abandoned the 
French Revolution, it at one point spurned him. Our idealistic theorist 
. 
11 ved in fear of his life durinp, the Reign 01' Terror . He and Ruth saw 
many of their friends succumb to the guillotine.. Joel was never passive 
throughout this difficult period, however . He testified before the 
a�loodres s J � Yankee OdY:> S!:lJ pp. 131-132 . 
87Edmond Geryet, French Minister, who arrived in America April, 
1793, carrva at the same time as the news of France 1 s declaration of war 
against Great Britain and Holland. Gibbs, Memoirs of the �dministrations 
Washington � Adams, vol. 1,  pp. 94-95. 
88woodress, ! !!!1� Od�sey, p.  137. 
89Also Stephen Sayre, a banker adventurer (American) and two 
Frenchmen. Francis Philbrick, The Rise of the West, 1754-1830, (New York : 
Harper and Row Publisher, 1965)-:P.-m .- - - - -
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Revolutionary Tribunal in defense of Francisco de Miranda.90 As a faith-
ful friend , Barlow helped him and many alleged revolutionaries (A:nerican 
and French Revolution) escape the guillotine . When Paine was threatened, 
Barlow again remained faithful. After Paine protested the execution of 
Lonis XVI, his arrest was inevitable. When the certainty occurred, Barlow 
gave assistence.91 ·one can· never say t�at Barlow abandoned his friends 
any more than he abandoned his faith in the French Revolution and re?ubli-
canism. 
His political interest in Italy, France, and the United States 
continued throughout the period. In 1793, he campaigned as a delegate 
to the National Convention of Savoy. It was at this time that he wrote 
! Letter !:..£ � Peoele 2f Piedmont. In defeat, he contemplated a retire­
ment that would allow h:iJn to write a His.tory of � French Revolutio.!2�92 
In a letter to Oliver Wolcott, the defeated candidate told his friend 
that he could write an objective report of the phenomenon.93 The thoup,ht 
never materialized. Although never idle, Barlow became too involved with 
world affairs to undertake such an extensive literary effort. 
On February 20, 1793 John •Parish, an English subject, was con-
firmed by the Senate . As Consul at Hamburg, the Englishman proved un-
satisfactory. The United States government eventually sought an 'Ameri-
90r'rancisco de Miranda was in the French army and ultimately was 
tried for desP.rtion. He was acquitted acquited of the charge · in· 1791 �  but 
later he was deported after being arrested for his relations with the 
Girondins (1793 ) .  Morris , A Diary of the French Revolution, vol. 1, 
p. 5lln. 
- - -
9lwoodress ,  ! Yankee Odyssey, p. 139 � 
92Ford, � Barlow, PP • 31-32. 
9Jcibbs, Memoirs of the Administrations, Washinf'ton and Adams , 
letter from Barlow to Wolcot-r;-Hamburg, (November 6, 1794), vol. 1, 
pp. 160-161. 
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can' to represent America.94 At this juncture there were several trusted 
men in Hamburg. Amonp these men was Joel Barlow.95 Before his arrival 
in Hamburg, Barlow had written James Monroe to tell him that treaty re­
lations there were orec�rious .96 These letters reflected Barlow' s  inter­
est in the pos t .  �ubsequently, Barlow became Conaul to Aleiers , 97 but not 
before he had once more returned to Paris . James Monroe was pleased with 
the appointment; he wrote Timothy Pickering (acting Secretary or State ) 
that the trust of two Republics, America and France, was now in the hands 
of a citizen or both. In the same letter, Monroe advised Pickering that 
Barlow would leave for the Algiers immediately �pon receipt of money for 
expenses .98 Money was forthcoming , and Barlow set sail from Marseilles . 
After three sea-sick weeks on an American brig, Barlow arrived in Algiers . 
Loaded with gifts for the chief-of-state, he set about to fulfill his 
mission.99 With his usual confidence, Barlow later wrote that United 
States affairs in Algiers were in a troubled state . Still contemplating 
writing the History � !:!:!! French Revolution, our wandering philosopher 
said he had written the Secretary of State (Pickering) to advi�e him of 
the need for commerce treaties with the Algerian principalities. Barlow 
94James Monroe , The Writin�s of James Monroe, 7 vols . ,  ed.  
Stani8laus Murray Hamilton, (New York: G .P .  Putnams Sons , 1899) .  vol. 2 ,  
p • .325n. 
95rbid . ,  letter from Monroe to Secretary of State Edmund Randolph, 
Paris, ( July 6, 1795 ) ,  vol. 2 1  pp • .325-.327. 
96rbid . ,  by editor, vol. 2 1  pp. 489-490. 
97Norris ,  ! Diary of the French Revolution, vol. 1, p .  tl7n. David 
Humprey was ins trwnental in appointment . Also see Monroe, The Writings of 
James ��' vol. 2 ,  pp. 368-369n. 
98r.ibbs , Memoirs of the Administrations , Washington and Adams , let­
ter from Barlow tO-WOlcott, Algiers, (October 14, 179S), vol:-T, PP• 375-378. 
99Monroe , The Writings of James Monroe, author 's summary 01' lettex 
(February 23, 1796T;9vol. 2, p.�B7 . 
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had already prepared a detailed plan for a treaty between Tunis and the 
United State s .  The plan included at least twenty-two articles . The 
first articles dealt with the actions of both countries if either should • 
be at war. These articles would insure that one country would not �ive 
aid to the othe r ' s  enemy. Other articles allowed for the examination of 
cargo to insure that no contraband was boarded. A latter article allowed 
six months time for either party, in event of war, to evacuate parties 
and property from the respective countries .100 Hopefully, he desired 
Washington's permission to make similar treat1es and establish a "friendly 
footingn with the Turks and the Italian states.101 Washington acquiesced. 
Washington wrote he was pleased that Barlow was cordially received in 
Algiers. The President was confident that Barlow's travel and political 
career would make him an adequate negotiator for United States trade 
agreements.102 Subsequently, agreements were completed to the satisfac­
tion of Washington103 and the United States and Barlow left his consul 
post after two years of servic e .104 
Returning to Paris, Barlow was faced with uncertainties .  Hostil-
l�otes on possible treaty entitled Pr?ject £f � �� of Arnitz 
and 9omi:nE� ��t.!!e� the � and Subjects of Tunis � the United States 
52.£. America. Undated. Barlow Papers, Yale University Library. 
lOJ.cibbs, Memoir� of the Administrations , Washi�� and Adams , 
letter from Barlow to Wolcott;-A'lp,iers , (April�?, 1796) , vol. l pp. 333-
334. 
102washington, The_ �itings 2£ Geor� !'lashi-ngton, letter from 
Washington to Secretary of State, Mt. Vernon, [August 1,  1796, vol. 35, 
PP• 161-162 . 
103r.etter from Oliver Ellsworth to Oliver Wolcott, Senator, Phila­
delphia, (March 8, 1796),  states that terms , which amounted to a payment 
to insure peace , were humiliating . Gibbs, Memoirs 91' the Adl'l!i:.J!i-strati��' 
Washi_J!�"!,l"!_ and Adams 1 vol. 1, p.  306. 
104A Note of Articles belonging to the United States left in their 
chancery at AlP.iers , April 1797 and notes (undated )  indicating that Barlow 
had trouble getting reimbursement for expenditures incurred in Algiers. 
Barlow Papers, Yale University Library. 
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itics between the United States and France continued. The Jay Treaty of 
1795105 renewed animosities after a brief stalemate.106 Subsequently, 
the xyz affair of 1797 brought renewed and violent bitterness . The United 
States and France were on the brink of war .107 Under this. cloud of gloo� 
stood Joel Barlow, citizen of France and the United States . 
Barlow was concerned. The xyz affair severed relations between 
8 109 
. 
France and tne United States.10 His Letters from Paris, reflected · 
arixiety and attempted to sooth relations between the two countries. Dip-
�om&tically, Barlow relayed peace overtures from the French Directory . 
to the United States government. However, they were not well received. 
The French Revolution had became a gr.eat part of the propa�anda against 
the Anti-Federalists. Even Washington had lost his unconcerned "cool• 
ness" toward the Anti-Federalist.110 Hence , when Barlow tried to make 
peace between the two powers, his words often fell on doubting ears . 
Barlow' s  overtures emphasiz�d Franc e ' s  desire for peace . He wrote James 
Watson that France wanted a meeting between a French and American minister 
and would meet without an apology from Adams for his inflamatory oratory 
in the xyz affair. Fatally, Barlow claimed that if this condition was 
105Adams, � Formative Years, vol. 1, pp . 1)9-162 
106Jay1s Treaty 1793, to regulate corn;.1erce and navigation. 
Wellborn, Ib2_ Growth £!. American Nationality, pp. 347. 
107Ibid . ,  P •  353. 
1013.rhe French suggested that a loan and a bribe were the terms of 
negotiation. This created strong resentment against France and hurt the 
Republicans politically. Link, Democratic-Republican Societies, 1790-
18001 p. 124 • . 
109i3arlow wrote in pamphlet, Two Letters to the Citizens of the 
United States and One to General Wash�toJ!, 1799·;- - - - -- - --
llOGouverneur Morris 
Anti-Federalists as 11 cool." 
French Revolution, (Detroitt 
292. 
once described Washington 's concern over the 
Louis Martin Sears, George Washington and the 
Wayne State Uni versrtY"P°ress-;-1�0';° pP: 19:[-
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not met it would be equivalent to a declaration · o f  war .lll This letter 
was fowarded to Oliver Wolcott, while a similar one was written to George 
Washington who relayed it to John Adams , now President of the United 
States . Adams published Washin�ton ' s  letter . 112 The apparent ultimatum 
of a minister to France--or war--caused a furor . 
While Barlow was merely trying to soothe relations between the 
two nations, his motives were questioned. In reality the letter only 
attempted to squelch the misunderstanding between France and the United 
states because in Barlow's mind both powers wanted peace , but each feared 
that the other contemplated war . Barlow later published the letter him-
self with the following appendix, 
"I write but few private letters on political subjects ; but as 
the one which has given occasion to the foregoing has been made 
public in such imperfect form, I am induced to subjoin the copy 
of another ,  which possibly might otherwise meet a similar des­
tiny. Not that I apprehend that the person to .whom it was ad­
dressed would adulterate, or even publi::1h it, but accident may 
throw it into other hands." ll) 
In this letter from Paris, published with two letters to the citizens of 
the United States, he beseeched Washington to use his influence to calm 
the situation.ll4 This plea was , however, met with distrust; Barlow was 
adjudged to be a 'dupe' of Charles Talleyrand ,115 French Foreign Minister. 
llloibbs, Memoirs of the Administrations , Washin�ton and Adams ,  
letter from Barlow t o  JameS-wat'Son, Paris, (July 26, 1798);-voi:· 2, pp. 
111-112 . 
ll2Gibbs ,Memoirs £!: � Administrations , �!!lgton and Ad�, 
author 's resu.�e of letter from Barlow to Washington, Paris, forwarded to 
Adams, (October 2,  1798 ) ,  vol. 2,  pp. 189-191. 
ll3Barlow, The Works of J0el Barlow, �· Letter· to General Wash}�� 
�. (1799 ) ,  vol. i-;p. J95. - - o 
1141!:!.iq. , .vol. 1, pp. 395·u01. 
115sears, � �ington � � French Revolution, p .  301 •. 
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Hence , Barlow's affinity to t�e French Directory, thwarted his attempt 
toward peace . Aa a citizen of both nations , his duality mitigate0 his 
effectiveness as the 'peacemaker ' .  The mistrust was unfortunate ; how-
ever, one can not be sure that Talleyrand ' s  intentions were as innocent 
as Barlow ' s .  In any event, Barlow showed honest interest and concern for 
the future of both nations while his other activities had shown equal 
concern for all of Europe and England . Thus, he can be termed a citizen 
of the world. This citizenship, both mental and physical, only confuserl 
America ' s  conception of him. When this ambiguous allegiance -was coupled 
with the 'Federalist fears , '  his motives were suspect and his reputation 
in jeopardy. 
Joel Barlow-American Jacobin 
Early in his career, before his foreign excursions , Barlow was 
numbered among the 'Hartford wits ' .  His colleague 1 ·John Trumbull,  ll6 
was correct , however, when he wrote, Barlow is " lo�t to us." Barlow's 
self-enforced exile from the United States only ended with his death. 
When Trumbull quipped that he contemplated writing, "The Vision of 
Barlow'' as a sequel to Barlow' s  "The Vision of Columbus," h!! did not 
realize how apropos the endeavor would be.117 Barlow ' s  associations 
with the French Revolution and its cause made him an ' alien' American 
especially in the eyes or the Federalists . 
116John Trumbull, literary notable, was a long time friend of 
Joel Rarlow; they attended Yale College together. Howard, The Connecti­
cut Wits, pp . 37-78. 
117Gibbs, Mem�!_� £! !!2._� Administrations , Washinr,ton anq Ad��' 
letter from John Trumbull to Wolcott, (December 9, 1789), vol. 1, P •  17. 
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Parlow became a part of the horrors of 11 Jacobinism.11 To the 
Federalist the Republican Societiesll8 that erupted after 1789 were the 
precursors of this revolutionary disease. The societies were accuse� 
of plot, ting to overthrow the United States government by force . ThrouP,h-
out the period the clubs were associated with all the problemn of the 
youthful American p.overnmcnt . George Washington chided the clubs and 
their members .119 In defiance, J�fferson took another view. He consid-
ered the Jacobins merely Republican patriots who disavowed a hereditary 
monarchy .120 Thus, the important goverm11ent !>Crs onages disagreed on the 
danger and definition of Jacobinism. Hence, the abyss between the Fed-
eralists and Anti-Federalists widened as explosive rhetoric and wit per-
meated the atmosphere. One renowned revolutionary villain was Thomas 
Paine. Although Barlow considered Paine a "luminary or the age" and 
" one of the greatest benefactors of mankind,11121 Washington believed 
otherwise • .  This adverse opinion did not go unchallenged by Barlow; his 
notebook reflected his disdain via a quatrain. 
"Thomas Paine 's direction to the Sculptor who 
should make the statue of Washington" 
"Take from the mine the coldest hardest stone, 
It needs no fashion, it is Washington; 
ll8Republican is often used interchangably with democratic; both 
became synonomous with Jacobin. 
ll9a1ame d . for the Whiskey Rebellion. Miller ,  � Fed�21-is� Era, 
pp. 160-161. 
120,refferson, The Works of Thomas Jefferson, lett�r from Jefferson 
to Short, Philadelphia-;-[January�, 1793),-VOI:-'f;-"pp. 202-204. 
121Barlow, The Works of Joel Barlow, Advice to the fri_�Jege� 9£-
ders, vol. 1, p. 22l - -
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But if you chisel, let your strokes be rude , 
And on his breast engrave Ingrat.itude ." 122 
Barlow's overt witticisms were not always received with a smile in eigh-
teenth century America. H owever, his satire was not unwarranted. 
v�en Thomas Paine was arrested in Paris, Washington refused to 
intercede with French officials . This failure to negotiate Paine 's re­
lease from prisonl23 gave Barlow ·good reason for bitterness . As was. 
previously stated ,  Barlow aided Paine as best he could, much to the con-
sternation or the Federalists who considered Paine a scurrilous pamphleteer. 
As a consequence of this opinion, they were not grateful when Barlow saved 
Paine ' s  manuscript of The Rights £!:. �· Nonetheless , it was preserved.  
Ultimately, Barlow ·received Paine 's writing and took it to  the publisher . 
At this time Paine was in fear of his life and wanted to safeguard his 
manuscript. It was only through a quirk of fate that Barlow was able to 
secure the valuable cargo. The story is an interesting one and worth re­
lating .124 
On the floor ot' the French Convention, Paine spoke ap,ainst the 
execution of Louis XVI; thereafter, arrest was imminent. When Paine was 
arrested, he was asked about the rumored manuscript. Procrastinating, he 
claimed that the manuscript was at Barlow' s  residence. Unbeknownst to 
the o!'ficers, the work was on Paine 1 s  person. Upon arrival at Barlow's 
home, Paine attempted to slip the manuscript to Barlow. The covert move 
. did not go undetected. Paine was seen by the police and the manuscript 
confiscated .  Fortunately, however, the French officers could not read 
EnP,lish. After a brief inspection of the work they adjudp,ed it to be no 
122Note from Barlow's Notebook Box 18, Harvard University. Link, 
De:nocratic-R.enublican Societies, p.  196. 
-- - -- ---- ---
258. 
1231· ' d  196 � ·, P •  • 
124\.roodward,  Tom Paine : America ' s  Godfather, 1737-1789, pp. 256-
40 
more than an innocent religious tract. Hence , the manuscript was saved 
for publishing .125 
The Federalists did not thank . Barlow for retrieving the revolu-
tionary dissertation. T�ey considered it just another ill-founded action. 
It was another dit:tpa.ragement to be added to Barlow's dubious reputaticn. 
Likewis e ,  the importation of ' alleged' revolutionaries or, at least, Re-
publicans added to the charges. 
The Scioto fiasco has been mentioned in relation to Gouverneur 
Viorris ;126 however, the frightening effect of these and other immigrants 
• 
has not been discussed. A brief resume will suH'ice. Initially, all the 
French colonies were approved by the French National Assembly but Barlow 
was responsible , to a large extent, !'or their success . Moreove r ,  he was 
-working under the auspices ot' Citizen Genet,127 the reputed agitator-
father of the • Jacobin Clubs ' .  Consequently, from the onset, at least 
partly because of the reputations of those responsible for the settlement, 
the colonies were viewed with disdain and mi�trust. The Federalists may 
well have thought the French Revolutionaries were moving their headquarters! 
When judging the immie;ration one must consider the "revolutionary seeds11 
of the undertakin� and the immigrants themselves in order to understand 
Federalist reaction. For illustrative pti.rposes, imagine a French colony. 
Visualize one hundred Frenchmen arriving in ·America ��th national cock-
ades in their hats . These men are thoroughly convinced of their rir,hts 
and freedom. They begin to cull trees for a living. Trees that are some­
time s ,  by legal ownership, not theirs! Admittedly some thought the immi-
125rbid • .  
126see''I.nfr�, P• 9 • n 
12'tee "Supra, p. 31." 
u1 
gr a ti on a 11 great event, 11128. but others feared .the impact of so many 'frc�-
. 
dom lo�rs '. As the immigrants shouted, "the principle 01· liberty and 
indepenr.lence,11129 the Federalists reared further revolution or, at least, 
placed the 'libertarians' in the Anti-Federalists camp. Consequently, 
legally or by revolution, the boisterow Frenchmen, if seen through the 
eyes of a Federalist, were a threat to the existing United States govern-
ment. This feeling was intensified because they had gro'Wl?- from a bad 
seed. Early in the decade, Genet had considered himself "at war with 
Washington" (George ).130 In addition there were rumors that Barlow and 
Paine wanted to wrench the Western lands from Spain and turn them over 
to France. There were even rumors that Barlow was working on plans to 
attack Louisiana113l True or no the rumors intensified the furor of 
fear surrounding the freedom-loving immigrants. Barlow's  political writ-
ings and activities throughout the period only added fuel to the flames 
of suspicion. 
Barlow, now residing in London,132 sent his work to all who might 
128Gibbs, Memoirs of the Administrations, �ashing!.o� an� ��a�, 
letter from Wolcott . to Wash�ngton, New York, (April 14, 1790), vol. 1,  
p. 46. 
1 29Philbrick, The � ,2! � �' 1754-1830, p .  187. 
130tink, Democratic-Republican Societies, p. 196. 
131���. ,  p. 134. 
132Note to Dr. Warner in England indicates that Barlow is leaving 
for England. He apparently is disappointed with the events in France. 
Dated July 16, 1791, Paris. Barlow Papers, Yale University Library. The 
enclosed poem reflects his dissatisfaction: 
"Who taxes the bliss that virtuous sages claim, 
Securely bleat with fortune as with fame 
Sublime in boundless thought expands his mind 
O·'er all that prompts and all that waits mankind 
Marks in each dark scene of human life 
What worked the woes or gives the joys of life • • •  11 
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be influenced. Writing to the Constitutional Whigs, Independents , and 
Friends of the People, Barlow enclosed � I�tter !:2 � National Conven­
� of France and Advice to � Privileged Orders. He asked the soci­
eties to review and reflect on these writings , which he considered to be 
based on " truth· and reason." Barlow ' s  purpose was to show "the present 
disposition in Europe toward general revolution in the principles of zov-
ernment ." Chastising tho::ie who would thwart the revolution, Barlow wrote 
that "it is the duty of every individual to assist, not only in removing 
the obstructions that are �ound in the way of revolution, but in ascer-
taining with as much clearness as possible the nature of the objects to 
be aimed at, and the consequences to be expected from their attai.nrnent .111133 
Barlow's goal was apparent--revolution. Meanwhile, on the floor of the 
French Convention, Paine presented the Connecticut Jacobin's Letter to · 
JI 
the National Convention of France. The presentation may have persuaded 
the Frenchmen to grant Barlow French citizenship, perhaps not. In any 
case the Letter was printed ,  sent to various countries, and read avidly. 
The governments were alarmed. The Letter was considered so dangerous 
that it was used in later sedition trials in the United States and Eng­
land.134 ! Letter i2 � Peoole of Piedmont proved equally frightening 
to the established powers. 
Overthrow the "Pope and other Italian despots," shouted Barlow. 
The People "are the sovereigns in your . . .  country." Barlow's anti-monar-
, 
chial stance understandably frightened the existing monarchs. His an-
swer to charges of abuse throughout the French Revolution was even more 
133.I.etter to the Society of Constitutional Whig s ,  Inde�endents, 
and FriP.nds of tho ' People from Joel Barlow, London, (October 6, 1792 ) .  
Barlow Papers , Yale University Library. 
13�oodress, � Yankee Odyssey, pp. 129-130. 
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friehtening. rfuen other writers cited the fatal excesses of tr.e French 
he quipped ,  the "cruelty" and " crimes" are only equal to the " wickedness" 
they have to "combat .11 135 Simultaneously, feared abroad and chastised 
at home , Barlow answered his United States critics in the preface to Tw� 
Letters � th! Citizens of � United States and One to General Washington. 
He said he had not chan�ed.; he was the same 1democrat 1 that fought in the 
American Revolution. If old friends and comrades in the United States now 
despised him, it is because they had changed.136 As hostilities mounted 
afainst him in the United States , this 'citizen of the world ' only created 
more havoc abroad. 
As a member of the London Society for Constitutional Information, 
he watched his fellow members face trial for sedition.137 Although this 
society was conservative .as compared to tne one Paine embraced, it was 
considered dangerous . Burke assailed the Society for Constitutional In-
formation .and numbered Barlow among those "who threatened to lay our cap­
itol and cons ti tut ion in ruin.11138 Bar low did not allow such charges to 
go unanswered; with satire he responded to Burke : 
"Oh Burke, degenerate slave! With grief and shame 
The Muse indignant mu8t repeat thy name 
Strange man declare--since at creations birth, 
From crumbling chao8 sprang thi8 heaven and earth.11 139 
• • • • • •  
135sarlow, The Works of Joel Barlow, � Letter � the People ,£! 
Piedmont, vol. 1, pp:-'324-334:- � 
136rbid . ,  0Preface , Two Letters to Citizens of the United States 
� � � General WashingtOO, vol. 1, pp. 361-36'3.- � -- --
137Horne Tooke and James Mackintosh, sedition trials , England, 
1794. 
13€When the . Reir.n of Terror rocked France, Barlow and his cohorts 
are said to have "recoiled" and " hugged" France desirous of a return to 
the conservative star,e of the Revolution. Woodress, A Yankee ��' 
PP •  123-124. 
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139aarlow, The Works 2!, � Barlow, "The Conspiracy of Kines ," 
vol. 2, P• 75. 
"The eternal word, which gave, in spite of thee 
Rea� on to man, that bids man be free." 140 
The rhetorii:al battles continued when Barlow was specifically critical 
of the English government. Editin({ John Trumbull 's  11i11 Fingal," Barlow 
wrote an anonymous preface to the poem.. Pretending to be a pro-Affierican 
Englishman he ridiculed and chided the English government lmmcrcifully .141 
Meantime, reports on Barlow's activities and orations ran amuck; so� 
were true; some were false; most were exagp,erations of the truth . 
'Villi:im Cobbett had become an avid critic of Barlow and all al-
leged " Jacobinsim.11 Critically, he reported the following as our Jacobin 
poet ' s  latest offering :  
"God gave the Guillotine 
Till Englands King and Queen 
Her Power shall prove 
Till each anointed knob 
Affords a clipping job, 
Let no vile halter rob, 
The Guillotine." 142 
In the same pamphlet, Cobbett accused Barlow of favoring the execution of 
Louis XVI. Using Barlow ' s  narrative poem that described "How Capet fell,11 
Cobbett blasted Barlow. H e  asked, how could anyone want the head of the 
absolute power that helped America gain her independence?l43 The ques-
tion went unanswered, but it is doubtful that Barlow actually condoned 
Louis XVI execution although he may have condoned i t· after the fact. 
140rbid. ' p. 77. 
141Howard, The Connecticu� �., pp. 289-290. 
11!2vli lliam Cob�ett, S ociety of United Irishmen, Dublin,  A Bon� to 
Gnaw for thP. Democrats . Observations on a patriotic pam�hlet entitied' -­
Pror.eedingsoTtlie lJTrl.ted Irish, (1795) . Microcard, EJl i ,  C65, (Booth 
t:i.hr.ar·y, -Eas te.rn···Illi r1oi.s· uili versi ty, Charleston, Illinois) , p. 16. 
l4J� . ,  PP• 17-18. 
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However, it was believable to his contemporaries who would not only be-
lieve but also print detri�ental rumors about him. Barlow W'dS labeled 
everything from " radical revolutionary'' tp "atheist." The latter charge 
WdS alleged by Henri Gregoire, who claimed that Barlow publically re-
. 
. 
nounced his religion in a speech before the French National Assembly.144 
True or untrue , many believed the nrultiple charges against Sarlow. Not 
the least of his enemies was John Ada�s. Adams could not endure ' Jacobin' 
Barlow. Adams feared that • Jacobin' Americana would side with the French 
against the United States government.145 
Mr. Adams was skeptical of even receiving the French minister but 
upon reflection decided to be 1respectable 1 .146 This instance exemplified 
the intense situation within the United States, a nation that had not yet 
established a deep feeling of national pride and identity. Ultimately in 
1798, .the Federalists took action against the radical threat. The Sedi-
tion Acts were hurried through Congress . They forbade persons to lVI'ite , 
print, alter, or publish false, "scandalous ," or "malicious" writings 
against the goverm:lent. Emphatically, a challenge was made, and the 
Jacobins accepted Joel Barlow' s  action as the catapult when Matthew Lyon 
threw dovm the gauntlet.147 
In 1798, after the Sedition Acts were pus�ed through Congress, 





ton and His Colleagues, (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1920), PP• l 4-125:"""° 
145John Adams, The Life and Works 01' John Adams, 10 vols . ,  ed.  
Charles Francis Adams , {Boston': Charlesc:-trne and Jarnes Brown, 1850-
1856 ) ,  vol. 9, p.  22�. 
146:rbid . ,  vol. 9, p. 241. 
147Woodress, � Yankee Odyssey, pp. 194-195. 
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he obtained a ficticious letter from Barlow to President Ada�$ (no� actu­
ally sent to Adams , but written by Barlow and sent to another ) .  The let­
ter was subsequently published by Lyon. In the letter, Barlow stated, it 
is a wonder that Cone;ress does not send Adams to the 11madhouse .11 148 Thus, 
Joel Barlow's letter became an intregal part of Lyon ' s  indictment for 
libel.149 Adams did not forgive. In a future letter to Washin�ton he re­
iterated his disrespect for Barlow. With disdain he said that Barlow be­
trayed many With his "blackness of heart .11150 Adams 1 statement reflected 
his general repur,nance for Barlow and the Jacobins , and to some degree it 
refelected the feeling of most of the Federalists. The decade of 1789-
1801 was a hurricane of uncertainty and agitation. In the eye of debate , 
fear, and ho�tility was the American Jac�bin--Joel Barlow. 
The Dust Settles 
This brief discussion of Joel Barlow describes a man and a time 
of crisis . The new Constitution and its stipulations were not yet le­
gitimized. The Federalists feared its failure .  With an inexperienced 
new government, the turmoil of the years 1789-1801 was probable if not 
inevitable . The first generation revolutionaries still lived and as with 
most revolutionaries held diverse .ideas . The ideas were akin to those in 
the French Revolution; they covered a snectrum from Constitutional Mon­
archy to Anarchy. The compromise of ideas that was accomplished hy the 
United States Constitution lay near the center ,  but considerably closer 
148rbid. 
149Miller, � �eralist !E!!' 1789-�, p. 236. 
150Adams , The Life �...<! Works £! � Adams, vol. 8, pp. 624-625. 
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to Constitutional Monarchy than Anarchy. Therefore, the liberal Demo­
cratic-Republican cause was thwarted for a more conservative Re?ublic 
based on property-rights . One is tempted to surmize t�·at once Barlow 
and his friends, including President Jefferson in 1801, are legitimized 
in public office there will be a liberalizing movement , especially in the 
area of univer�al suffrage. However, this was not the case; when the 
Democratic-Republicans assumed power there were no radical changes. Amer­
ica continued to follow an evolutionary pattern toward a Democratic-Re­
public . The goal WdS not attained and became more illusive and evasive 
as new circUJ11Stances and conditions arose. 
The 1 Jacobins ' of the last decade of the Eighteenth Century fail­
e d .  Their rugged individualism was at least part o f  the reason for their 
defeat. There was no real oneness of mind among the men. Although some 
were pragmatists , most were visionaries who foresaw a luminous Utopia. 
Barlow stood as both a visionary and a man of action. Ultimately, how­
ever, his actions proved more frightening to the Federalists than his 
visions . His unofficial involvement in foreign government created ques­
tions regarding his loyalty to the United State s .  
There is no question that Joel Barlow loved America. However , 
he also loved France and the ideal of a Democratic-Republic , although it 
appears that in economic matters"he would go beyond the French Revolution 
and reach for a Social Democracy. In this regard, Barlow w&s truly a 
visionary and an important political theorist, one that resembles men of 
the latter Nineteenth and Twentieth Century. Furthermore, Barlow's ideals 
indi�ated his romanticism; notwithstanding his great respect for reason, 
he cannot be called a Rationali8t. It may well be that the very mixt,ure 
of ideas within Barlow, when applied to the society as a whole , were the 
L8 
basic cause for the conflicts 01· the decade. Ideas that are unstable, 
. 
. 
ambiguous, or c0nflicting generally produce a similar social atmosp�ere . 
The conflicting ideas within each individual when manifested in society 
as a whole produce a cloud of ambiguity and mi�trust amon� ��n. Once the 
ideas are proliferated, once the ideas are uttered, it anpears that a 
temporary synthesis occurs, a composite that allows the growth of national-
ism, legitimacy, and stability. The chance for such a syntr•esis, however, 
is made even more difficult w'.-'!en infant nations must withstand the exter-
nal ?ressure of new or alien ideas. When isolation becomes impossible, 
the conflict of ideas intensifies and prolongs synthesis. 
Eventually, the dust settled in the United States . After a dee-
ade of irrationalism, Federalist fears . and anti-Federalist hopes sub­
side.151 Joel Barlow exemplifies this change . Initially a man of great 
hope and vision, he moved to a more conservative position when hopes 
could not be realized. A brief survey of the highlights of Barlow's con-
tribution will explain the evolution. 
In 1787, Barlow for�saw an 'Age of Philosqphy' and an American 
Empire of Reason, an era that would shed old superstitions and the pag-
eantry of court. He praised the United States Constitutional Convention 
and was confident that Americans could create this paragon! l52 For years 
hence Barlow was hopeful, but tensions mounted and solutions were dirfi-
cult. Hopes were dashed and ideals faded as the Great French Experiment 
turned from its goals.153 Practicalitie::! proved difficult � Poetry and 
1.5lvernon Parrington 's assessment of ideas of Radicalism and Con­
servatism. 
l52Joel Rarlow, " Fourth of July Oration," (1787 ) ,  pp. 11-12 , 19. 
15Ji1oward1 The Connecticut Wits, P• 305. 
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Prose would have been an easier collrse .  Barlow never wrote the lhstory 
.2.f � French Revolution. He ultimately turned to the realities of li!'e 
and to his own pecuniary enhancement .154 Barlow never left public life, 
but hi::1 visionary spirit was dampened .  Even as poP.t laureate 01· Jefferson 's 
administration, he questioned the "thorough r,oingness" of Jefferson ' s  de­
mocracy. He was fearful that the administration would not bring a 'new 
course • .  He asked, will Jet'ferson boldly change conditions in order to 
build a great America?l55 · The question was lost when Barlow became a 
lecitirnate part of the established government as Minister to France. ,Al­
though his reputation had been damaged by his past actions,156 Jefferson 
was able to secure his po�ition. He tnus continued his days in service 
to the United States .  The old revolutionary ideas were dead. The visions 
dashed. The dreams of a great America built on home-spun affinity, shar­
ing, and altruism were a part of his more youthful past. Barlow sank 
into the mundane problems of his day. The 'dream' was lost to Barlow. 
The 1drerun1 was lost to America. The cloud of legitimized power blinded 
the visionary to the yellow rays of hope. Short-run goals prevailed, 
while the Ideal slept. 
154nos Passos, Shackles o� Power, pp. 19, 100. 
155tink , Democratic-Republican Societies , pp. 174n, 207n. 




Theodore Roosevelt could not have been more wrong when he called 
Thomas Patna a " filthy little atheist.111 Paine was never an atheist • . On 
the con�rary, throughout his life he held a staunch faith in a supreme 
being and in humanity. This faith is reflected throughout his life in his 
writings and actions, both of which mirror his deep-seated faith in God 
and man. His writings were often misunderstood and taken out of context , 
however. This made him a prominant adversary, quoted and misquoted, dur-
ing the la�t decade or the Ei�hteenth Century. 
Writing was second nature to Paine . He was writing meaningful 
prose and poetry when he was yet a boy of eight . The following exhibits 
this youthful. wisdom as Paine writes an epitaph for a crow: 
"Here lies the body of John Crow, 
Who once was high, but now is low; 
Ye brother crows take warning all, 
For as you rise, so must you fall." 2 
This early poetry ultimately led Paine to the mastery of prose, which, 
eventually, influe�ced America and the world. When his ideas are review-
ed today they appear as modern in the Twentieth Century � in the Eigh-
teenth Century. As Crane Brinton stated, the "Big Questions" go unanswer-
lMoncure Daniel Conway, Th� � of Thom� pa?-_ne_, 2 vols . ,  (Lon­
don: Watts and Company, 1909 ) ,  vol. 2,  p. �. preface ) .  
2Ibid . ,  vol. 2,  p .  S. 
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ed . 3  Paine not only asked the big questions , but attempted to answer the�. 
Although hated by many or his contemporaries he remained constant in his 
search for truth. Bombarded with criticism, he kindled hope in America 
• 
and the world . His life cannot po unnoticed, his impact was too great. 
Thus the world must see January 29, 1736 as a memorable day. 
Pain� 's birth began a life of impact and importance . As the son of Joseph 
and Francis Paine, Thomas received a Quaker education that influenced his 
life and philosophy. It is said that P&ine 1 s  father was " a  reputable cit-
izen and though poor, an honest man" while his mother was 11 a woman of . 
sour temper and eccentric character.114 The description of the parents 
describes the son. Paine was without denial an eccentric; however, he 
was equally as honest. He remained true to his ideals throughout his 
life . He seldom compromised ror self-interest or otherwise. Affluence 
. 
. 
was far from his goal; his humanity was hi� dream. He rose to eminence 
and subsequently fell into disrepute, but throughout his life in Europe 
and America he remained true to his humane responsibility. 
Paine first looked toward America after meeting Benjamin Franklin 
in England. When he decided to leave his native land he left with high 
spirits and empty hands . Turning all monies and property over to his 
creditors,  Paine set sail !'or America with only his clothes . He sailed 
on the London Packet to Philadelphia in September 1774. After an illness-
ridden voyage he arrived in America. He sought and secured employment, 
3crane Brinton, Ideas and Men, (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 19SO), p.:LO.� 
Uconway, The Life or Thomas Paine, vol. 2, pp. 2-4. 
With the aid of Richard Bache ,5 at the Pennsylvania Magazine. 6 This time� 
ly migration and influencial position made Paine an intrep,al part of the 
American Revolution. He gained a prominance and reputation that allowed 
him to influence the French Revolution and the political and moral phi.-
losophy of the world.  Writing on almost all aspects· of lire, Paine did 
not withdraw from controversy. 
Paine held strong opinions on the salient issues or the day. An 
avid opponent of slavery, Paine described the practice as " monstrous ." 
"The slave traders, 11 wrote Paine , 11 should be called devils, rather than 
Chri::stians .11 He described the purchase of slaves as a " heinous crime .11 7  
H e  could find no defense whatsoever 1·or the practice. As a man who pro-
fessed the sanctity of human rights, Paine proclaimed of the slaves, 
11 these inoffensive people are brought into slavery, by stealing them �.11<1) 
tempting kings to sell ();heir) subjects, which they have no right to do.118 
In a short essay on "Independence 1775" Paine decried the cruelties and 
famine in the East Indies. He accused the British of sacriiicing reli-
gion to " luxury and pride ." Pleading ror the cessation or the importa-
tion of Negroes, he argued for their freedom. Denying the missionary 
worth of slavery, he accused slavers 01· tempting passions and taking ad-
�ichard Bache married Benjamin Franklin's daughter, Sarah. As 
the head of an import/export business he was a man of means and excellent 
reputation. Woodward, America's Godfather, pp. 50-59. 
6rbid. 
7Thomas Paine , Selected Writings £!_ Thomas 
in America," ed. Richard Emery Roberts, (New York:  
Publishing Company, 1945),. pp. 4-7 .  
Paine, "African Slavery 
Everybodys Vacation 
8conway, Life of Th.omas Paine, vol. 2,  p. 33. 
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vantage of the ignorance of those sold into bondage as well as those who 
sold their bretheren. 9 Paine ' s  abhorrance of slavery was so great he 
wanted it written into Americ a ' s  Declaration of Independence. 
Normally, Paine is not recognized as a prime participant in the 
Declaration, but he was .  I n  early drafts of the document his anti-slavery 
views were expressed and so written, but withdrawn . There is evidence 
. 
that the anti-slavery clause was deleted by Jefferson in order to please 
Georgian and South Carolinian slavers and the Northerners who profited 
from supplying the slaves • .  Thus Jefferson's early compromise led to later 
difficulties that could have been averted under Paine ' s  anti-slave pro­
posa1 .
10 After William Gobbet ' s  conversion to the worship of Paine, he 
declared that Paine was the true author of the Declaration of Indepen-
dence. He pointed to the Quaker principles of the document and its hu-
manizing aspects. Other deletions from the Declaration reflected Paine 's 
harshness toward England and George III ' s  role in slavery. "He fr}eorge 
III) h�s waged cruel war, 11 alleged Paine, 11 against human nature itself •11 
Indictin;; George III, he charged a two-fold crime ; he accused him of 
"paying off former crimes committed against the LIBERTIES of one people 
with crimes which he urges them to commit against the LIVES of another." 
Accordingly, Paine denounced George III for encouraging slave trade to 
enrich Americans, and thus, secure their loyalty to the British Crown.11 
A devout believer in human and natural rights , Paine ' s  equality went be-
yond slavery and men and embraced 'Womens Rights ' .  
P• 4. 
9paine, Selected Writings of Thomas Paine, "Independence 1775," 
lOconway, Tife of Thomas Paine , vol. 2 1 · pp .  33-34. 
llrbi d . ,  vol. 2 ,  pp. 33-34. 
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Like many men of the era, Paine spoke or the savage treatm�nt of 
women all over the world. Speaking through a female third-person he de-
scribed women as those "who soften the savage rudeness" and should be 
honored, accordingly. On the contrary, he said , �omen are denied public 
honor in many countries. Those who are most highly respected are those 
who speak the least.12 Paine would have enthusiastically included women 
in emerging America; however, as his anti-slavery paragraph in the Dec-
laration went unheeded so did his position on Womens Rights . He was more 
fortunate with other aspects of the American Revolution and was an inspi-
ration as well as a soldier. Although certainly more inspiration than 
soldier. 
Throughout the American Revolutj;on, Paine strove for victory. 
The following prayer is · credited to his pen. 
"The American Patriots Prayer" 
"Me from fair freedom • s  sacred cause 
Let nothing eer divide; 
Grandeur nor gold, nor vains applause , 
Nor friendship false misguide ." 13 
Paine the patriot had still another message that became the rallying call 
for a new nation. At the 'right' psychological time he published " Conunon 
Sense .1114 The pamphlet encourar,ed the patriots to fight on and told them 
what they were fighting i'or. As the flag symbolized the nation to come, 
"Common Sense•• symbolized the struggle. 
12paine, Selected Writings of Tho�as Paine , "Womens Rights," pp. 1-4. 
13conway, � 2£ Thomas Paine , vol. 2, p. 48. 
14Alfred Owen Aldridge, Man of Reason, The Life of Thomas Paine, 
(New York: J.B. Lippincott Company,-Y959), p. 35: � � 
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The hopeful outcome of t�e strug�le was very explicit in Paine ' s  
mind . Inspired by Enlightenment ideas or freedom, Paine sour.ht a weak 
government. This was understandable after the stringent controls of a 
mercantilist state . "Society in every state is a blessing" says Paine , 
"but government even in its best state is but a necessary evil, in its 
worst state an intolerable one • • •  1115 These words gave heart to those who 
felt oppressed and wanted to break the chains of English domination. The 
message did not go unchallenged, however . Old nexes ·are difficult to 
sever; many sought to keep the Colonies bound to England . 
England was of course the mother country, and many people held 
strong emotional allegiance . Letters from "Cato" appeared. Written anon-
ymously by Dr. William Smith, the letters were published in the Pen_!!.s_.l1.-
vania Gazette. As the Provost of the College of Philadelphia, Smith 
spoke for the colonial aristocracy as he attacked "Conunon Sense." Paine 
accused Cato ' s  rhetoric of being " gorged with absurdity, confusion, con­
tradiction, and the most notorious and willful falsehoods ." However, 
with words befitting his egalitarian nature , Paine said that "all men are 
republicans by nature and royalists only by fashion.1116 Paine 's goal was 
to turn men from the fashion of self-interest to the democrctcy of a 'Re-
public ' .  To insure the Republic and independence from England, Paine 
sought to inspire the Revolution, in time of weakness. 
Nwnerous tracts appeared throughout the four year struggle. When 
the diatribes were needed, they were supplied . Noteworthy were "The Crisis" 
letters that appeared when the outcome of the war of rebellion was in 
15rbid . 
16rhomas Del Veccio, Thomas Paine : American, (New York: Whittier 
Books , Inc . ,  1956) ,  p .  47. 
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doubt.17 Moreover, Paine attempted to make Franc e ' s  role in the Revolu-
tion public , perhaps to encourar:e Fl'anoe to give even more help or to in­
timidate England.16 In either event, Paine never missed an opportunity 
to support or argu� the merits ot the American Revolution, In September 
1782, Abbe Raynal, a renowned French Philosoph, r1diculed .the A�erican 
Revolution. He mocked the pretent1ons of France and exulted Britain. 
Paine gave a scorching answer in a Letter !:.2, � � Rayna1.19 An ex­
cerpt exemplifies the heat or the battle·. Paine atat.ed, 
"if we take a reView of what part Britain has acted we shall find 
�verything which should make a nation blush. The most vulgar 
abus e ,  accompanied by that species of haughtiness which distin­
guishes the hero of a mob from the character of a gentleman; it 
was equally as much from her manners as her injustice that she 
lost the colonies . "  20 
With equal enthusiasm Paine wrote of the "master stroke of generalship" 
. 
displayed by General Washington. Paine was to live to retract this state-
mcnt, but for now Washington was both a hero and a friend of the American 
Revolution and of Paine .21 As Washington distinguished himself on the 
battlefield, Paine did likewise in print. When the Revolution ended Paine 
was , for a time, at a loss for a purpose as he looked to more peaceful 
pursui.ts . 
However, as a man of varied interest he had no real problem find-
ing an outlet for his intellectual energie s ,  ""The biographers of Paine ,11 
17conway, � 2.£ Thomas Paine, vol. 2, pp. 37-48. 
l8rbt� . ,  vol. 2 ,  pp. 48-56. 
19Frank Smith , Thomas Paine, Liberator, (New York : Frederich A .  
Stokes Company , 1938) ,  pp. 97-101. 
20fhomas Paine, '.fhe Writings of Thomas Paine , " Letter to the Abbe 
Raynal," (1782 ) ,  3 vols . ,  ed. Moncure Daniel Conway, vols . 2 and 3, (New 
York : .AJVS Press , Inc . ,  1967 ) ,  vol. 2 ,  p .  77. 
2lpaine , Selected Writings .££. Thomas Paine, "Retreat," pp. 42-43. 
wrote Joel Barlow, 11should not forget his mathematical acquirements and 
his mechanical genius.1122 After the Ameri�an Revolution, primarily from 
1787 to 1789 and the onset of the French Revolution,23 Paine designed an 
iron suspension bridge which was a great innovation for the time .24 This 
occupied his time until the turmoil of the French Revolution distracted 
him,25 but he always took pride in the bridge and encouraged Gouverneur 
Morris to Visit the site althoup,h the latter consistently refused.26 • 
Paine ' s  interest in the bridge decreased, however, when rumors of Edmund 
Burke 's publication on the French Revolution spurred Paine to promise . 
French leaders that he would champion the French cause.27 As a result 
of this promise and subsequent actions he became a renowned Republican. 
His writings were to lead him from respect and prominance to in-
sul t and obscurity. In France , during the ear.ly stage of the French Rev-
olution, he was presented the "Key to the Bastille" which he forwarded to 
the leader of the American Revolution, George Washington.28 Moreover, 
his tract on � Rights � �, brought him added notoriety. The first 
part was considered rather innocent, but the second part,, considered a 
. 
. 
1percursor to revolution • in Englana,29 continued to upset the established 
22conway, Life 2.£ Thomas Paine, vol. 2 , P• 99. 
23woodward ,  Thomas Paine � America ' s  Godfather, pp. 168-172 . 
24Morris, Diary ££. the French Revolution, vol. 1, pp. 588-589. 
25woodward, Thomas Paine� America's Godfather, pp. 168-172 . 
2�orr:!.s , Diary 2£. � French Revolution, vol. 11 p .  571 . 
27smith, Thomas �aine , Liberator, P• 127. 
28rbid. 
29Aldridge , Man of Reason, The Life of Thomas Paine, p. 157. 
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P,OVf.!rnments . Goin� even further in The A� 2.£. �eason, Paine became a 
target of severe criticism and bitterness, yet he continued. There must 
have been a trace of masochism within Paine that prompted him to continue 
his writin�s . He may have preferred to be maligned rather than unnoticed . JO 
Of course, this is mere supposition. It is more likely that his ideals 
were so important to him that he was willing to take the consequences of 
their propa�ation. 
Revolutionary Pamphleteer 
Thomas Paine, the pamphleteer, quickened the hearts of the men 
of this era. Although a professed Deist, he wrote with the faith of a 
humble and humane Christian. His early writings during the American 
Revolution, notably the Crisis discourses indicated this simplP. faith.  
Paine yearned for a Human Republic not merely an American Republic. In 
this respect he was a universalist, like so many other children of the 
Enlightenment. Nevertheless, he recognized America as the first sprout 
of this Human Republic . Budding America, thus, had a very special mis-
sion. Paine prophetically stated that "Devine Providence intends this 
country to be the asylum of persecuted virtue from every quarter of the 
globe.11 31 With this beginning America was to be the fetus of Paine 's 
goal. In his most idealistic dream he foresaw all of Europe formed into 
one great Republic . A very special Republic, one where each individual 
was to be free of the whole, yet similtaneously a part of the whole. 
Paine believed that man was incapable of fulfilling all his needs alone . 
Consequently, he was compelled to unite with others into a society. At 
30woodward, Thomas. ��: America's Godfather, p. 221. 
3lconway, � £!. Thoinas .Paine, .·yg�. ,2,. pp. · ·238-239. 
the same timB he believed man' s  individuality had to be rnaintained. The 
objec;t of this delicately balanced Republic was a simple one--happiness. 
While Paine earnestly believed that people could easily live toeether in 
peace, forming a peaceful state or goverrunent was more nifficult . Paine 's 
first proposition was one prominent with rationalists, but somewr.at opti-
rnistic . One of Paine 's skeptical contemporaries made a similar judemi:nt. 
Occasiona�ly, Paine appeared naive . While Paine was aptly rec­
oe;nized by the translator of The �.!gb.,!:! 2£ � as· a 11 frie�d of freBdom, 11 
he was also gently accused of not truly understanding the " artful ways of 
the court." In this regard the translator was referring to Paine ' s  great 
respect for Lafayette, who ultimately quit the revolutionary cause.32 
This translator may be quite correct in this assessment of Paine, but 
Paine , too, would quit a revolution if and when it became harsh and in- . 
humane . Paine would not condone unrestrained freedom or brutality. Not-
withstanding Paine 's malice toward inhumanity, he also understood the 
need for restraint in less dangerous aspects of man's life, ·even thoueh. 
he was a lover of freedom. 
Paine , at least in part because of his avocation, sho......ed great 
interest in the press . In Paine 's essay, "Liberty of the Press," he said 
that a " licentious" press was equally as dangerous as a " restrained" press-
one cannot report, while the other cannot be believed. Although Paine 
most assuredly sought freedom of �he press, he felt that the press had no 
more rights than any individual citizen. In this regard Paine determined 
that a jury should establish where rights begin and end with respect to 
32Paine , The Writings of Thomas Paine , "The Rights of Man," part 2 ,  
translator ' s  note-;-Yoi. 2, pp.l.i06, 45j-454. 
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an individual or to the press.33 This was, o f  course only a small part 
of Paine 's analysis or freedom. 
Paine 's drea1'l\ of freedom went far beyond the press. It involved 
hopes that would nQt cease u ntil they were known and accepted throughout 
the world. As a great believer in "Reason" and "Liberty," when referring 
to the two abstractions, Paine said that "Had we a place to stand upon 
we might r aise the world.11 34 Paine hoped that America would be a part of 
the bulwark on which to stand ; a French Rep ublic would certainly streneth-
en the platform. With this plan the success o f  both was extremely impor-
tant. They were stepping stones to Paine 's ultimate dream 01· a Human Re-
public. However, America was Paine 's greatest hope prior to the procla-
mation of the French Republic in 1792. With great admiration for America, 
• 
he praised her as the only Republic i n  existence, concurrently declaring 
that a republic could not exist with a monarchy.35 Using unwarranted 
flattery he compii.mented the cordiality of the diverse peoples o f  America. 
Explaining the lack of " riots" and "tumults" in the United States, he 
claimed that the poor were poor, but unoppressed, while the rich were rich, 
but unprivileged. Both were, of course, spared the expense of 1court • .36 
This description o f  the classes ignored realities, but Paine was not i n  
America, and, perhaps, wishful thinking temporarily overcame his percep-
tion. A better explanation is that Paine was looking for a glittering 
3.3Paine, Selected Writings of Thomas Paine, "Liberty of the Press," 
pp . 372-373. 
34Paine, The Writings of Thomas Paine, "The Rights of Man," part 2, 
vol. 2, p p .  401-402:° 
35Ibid . ,  vol. 2, PP• 421-424. 
36��. ,  vol. 21 p. 410. 
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example to use for his own persuasive purposes .  Paine subsequently learn-
ed first hand that America could oppres s .  Nonetheless, in the interim he 
attempted to provoke a world.-w:i.de revolution, depicting America as a shin-
ing example of republicanism. 
Paine ·was vt::ry successful in his pursuit. The "Rebellious stay­
maker ,1137 as he was characterized by Thomas Carlyle , 38 shook the founda-
tion of the monarchy. Draw:i.?lP. from the ideas popularized by J . J .  Rousseau 
in Contrat Social,39 the work answered practical questions of what becam� 
the " great debate .1140 Answering Burke •a Reflections � the Revolution in·­
F.rance�.Paine accused Burke of fearing French.:Amer�can friendship1:U. when he 
decried the horrors of the French Revolution. Paine ans-wered charges of 
abuse philosophically, saying that the revolution occurring was a revolt 
against principles and not men . 42 This was Paine ' s  ideal; however, 
later the French Revolution appeared to negate this philosophical approach 
much to Paine 's chagrin. Meanwhile , Paine did not foresee the overworked 
guillotine and remained optimistic about the Revolution and its progress 
toward Republicanism. He chided Burke for giving rights to dead men and 
held that the new or unborn generations have no obligation to the past 
generations . Paine advocated rie�ts for the living, not the dead ! This 
37A staymaker produced corsets, when Paine was unemployed he often 
returned to this occupation. 
38Nineteenth Century English historian and writer who wrote neP,a­
ti vely about the French Revolution. 
39J. Holland Rose, William Pitt and the Great War, Westport, Conn: 
Greenwood Press, Publishers, 1971),--pp: JJi:l� 
� 
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New Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers University Press, 196bf; P• 77. 
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was completely alien to England 's love for • common law ' ,  thus Burke was 
accused of advocating a government of dead menJ43 In toto, he blasted 
Burke for proscribing an arbitrary government44 of ancient institutions . 
Paine believed the world had progressed beyond this anachronism. 
Quotin?, Dr. Price ,45 Paine exclaimed that Efll!land had now acquired three 
fundamental rip.hts . Primarily, the people now had the rip.ht to chooso 
their own governors and secondly, the people now had �he right to chas-
tise them for misconduct. The third and most poignant right was the 
right of the �!� people to form their � government.46 In this regard, 
Paine stated that the old establi�hed government had no rights in the 
formation of the new one. The decisions belonged only to the people . 
Shouting the praises of America, Paine said that this had been the case 
in America. It most assuredly had not been the case in America, but 
Paine may not have known all the details of the formation of the United 
States Constitution.47 He sometimes depended on his own assumptions 
rather than facts, most of which went unchallenged. Regardless of the 
errors, Paine 's The Rights of Man was well read and had great effect on 
Enelandh8 ?-S well as the rest of the world. Jefferson was pleased with 
L3rbid� ,  vol. 2 ,  pp. 278-279. 
44�. , vol. 2 ,  p .  351. 
45Richard Price D.D.,  F.R.s., died April 19, 1791. He is described 
parenthetically by Paine as " one of the best-hearted man that lives." 
Ibid . ,  vol. 2, p. 276. 
46rbid�, vol. 2, p. 276. 
47Actually, the old Congress asked the states to send delegates 
to the Consti tut.ional Convention. Paine, The Writings of Th� Pain�_, 
11The Rip,hts of Man.," part 2 ,  vol. 2 ,  PP• 428-435. 
48Morris ,  Diary of � French Revoluti?.,!!, · vol. 2 ,  P •  174. 
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the r,ood reception of the work, he himself applauded the first part as 
the "good old faith.11 49 
.
. 
A great part or what· Jefferson referred to as the 1 good old 
faith ' ,  was republican constitutionalism. Paine regarded 'precedent ' 
as the "vilest" B!'S�em of government because it allep,edly either kept 
man in ir,norance or believed that wisdom decreased throueh the centuries .50 
Paine was, of course , speakinr, of the English system of government and 
her unwritten constitution. Paine disassociated the people from this 
government and said that, even though the censored press did not reflect 
it, the people were disposed to revolution. Thu�, Paine ' s  hopes expand­
ed as he strove to creat an "enlightened world" not only in America and 
France ,  but also England .51 Completely rejecting monarchy, Paine be­
lieved that a Republic would give impetus to the genius of the people . 52 . 
If given freedom to control their destiny ·the people would rise 
to their task. "Hereditary government over a people is • • •  a species of 
slavery and representative government is freedom," said Paine .SJ Con­
currently, he branded the English system of representation "absurd11 54 
49Jefferson, The Works of Thomas Jefferson, letter from Jefferson 
to Paine, Philadelphia;-(July 29; 1791), vol. 6, p. 298. 
SOpaine , The Writings of Thomas Paine, "The Rights of Man," part 2 ,  
vol. 2 ,  pp. 436-4'45: 
51Paine, The Writings of Thomas ��, "The Rights of Man,11 part 1, 
vol. 2, pp. 272 -274; 309-313; � 
52Paine, The Writings of Thomas Paine , "The Rights of Man,11 part 2,  
vol. 2,  pp. 417-420. 
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because it did not reflect the will of the people. In this rer,ard, when 
Paine was confronted with Burke ' s  charge of leveling, Paine was quick to 
answe r .  What could be more leveling than a hereditary monarchial system 
that juci�eri all the same regardless 01· " vice, virture, ir,norance ," or 
"wisdom" of the individua11SS Paine indicated the decadence of such a 
system and society by descr·ibing the effe<?t of the courts of France. The 
very gaudiness of the courts mesme.rized men into humility and awe . They 
were blinded to their own dignity by the glitter 01· the court. Paine 
claimed that the only " spirit of Liberty'' came from the French Philosophs . 56 
Other remnants of the past were cruel and un,just. When Paine was raced 
with Burke 's charges of cruelties and injustices in the French Revolution, 
he answered accordingly. He reminded Burke that England would hang, draw, 
and quarter, and "cut out" the heart. Likewise, even though the revolu- . 
tionariea did put heads on spikes, it was not a "Revolutionary tactic," 
but had originated in the Old Regime .57 While such actions could not be 
condoned , they could be understood, but would be eliminated when man 's 
natural rights were secured. 
Paine sincerely believed that man would follow a humane course 
if allowed to pursue his natural inclination and secure his natural rights . 
In a world evolved from its natural state into civilization, he logically 
concluded that civil rights were the manifestation of man's natural rights 
when he became a member of a society. However, these rights were appli-
cable to all as individual rights and could not be subjugated to the ag-
S5r�i�. ,  vol, 2 ,  pp. 411-415. 
S6paine , The Writings £!: Thomas Paine , "The Rights of Man," part 1, 
vol. 2 ,  p. 333. 
57Ibi�. ,  vol, 2 ,  pp. 292-298. 
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r,rcP,ateS8 or any se�mnnt of the society. In this regard, hereditary and 
aristocratic riehts were not natural rights, but unnatural rights . Speak­
in� of the ·French Constitution he applauded France for forbidding ·a nobil-
ity. Paine considered the maintenance 01' a nobility as an uncivilized 
dep.radation that would bring "injustice" and "tyranny'' to the "Human spe­
cies .1159 Paine regarded titles, in themselves , to be harmless, but their 
effect humbled man when he should be e:xulted.6o Again complimenting the 
French Constitution for its liberalism he cited rights similar to the 
American Bill of Rights . The rirst three rights in the French Constitu-
tion established the free and equal rights of all men, the natural ri�hts 
of liberty, property, security, and resistance to •oppress�on. All rights 
were guaranteed under a sovereign nat1on.6l Paine 's argu.�ents against a 
nobility and for guaranteed rights were good one s ,  even Morris said there 
were good things in his answer to Burke .62 The diatribes gave hope to 
those who were so powerless that they had very little to los e .  
The philosophy was very appealing t o  the fraternal instincts of 
men. All men equal under God and the state was only paralleled by Paine 's 
universalism. Many relished Paine ' s  prediction of an "age of Revolutions ." 
Although somewhat premature, Paine foresaw a Confederation of Nations 
that would aid Republicanism.63 Looking very far into the future one 
occurred ,  but within a close proximity 01' time the Congress 01· Vienna 
thwarted rather than aided republicanism. However, Paine could not fore-
58rb��. ,  vol. 2 ,  PP• 299-307. 
59rbid . ,  vol. 2 ,  pp. 322-323. 
60Jbid . ,  vol. 2 ,  pp .  319-320. 
611bid . ,  vol . 2 ,  p. 351. 
62Morris, !� Diary .and Letters "2f Gouverneur Morris, p .  40. 
63pain�. The Writ:Sngs of Thomas Paine , "The Rights of Man," part 1, 
vol. 2 , pp. J82-3� 
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see this stif�ing development, he optimistically thought the Confederation 
could be established. He wrote to Lafayette that he Was assurred that 
when France was surrounded by revolution, especially in the Germanies, 
she would be left in peace . 64 Paine yearned for a world engulfed in re-
publicanism, one where all nations regarded one another as brethren and 
would defend the republican rights of all. The ideas of the Enlighten-
ment had greatly influenced Paine and made him a progressive philo::iopher 
in a conservative era. However , the ideas \olere not completely original 
nor new. On the other hand the plan outlined in ��� Justice has . 
great originality. It was an early, well-planned system of social se-
curityl 
Admitting that he himself'' cared little for wealth , he recognized 
• 
that "Wealth was important 1·or the 11 good" it could do. He suggested that 
the civil authorities had an obligation to eliminate suffering. Disre-
garding charity as a method or a goal, he sought to rid society of pov-
erty in order to insure justice. His plan was detaile d ,  but in essence 
would immediately give aid to persons over 501 and insure against future 
generations ot' poverty. 65 Land was to be the answer to the problem. 
Paine viewed the ownership of land as a natural ripht . The pro-
cess of civilization, however, had given land to some and none to others. 
Hence, some were denied their natural right. To correct the situation 
Paine proposed that a payment be made when land was transferred to an 
64Paine , The Writings of Thomas Paine , letter from Paine to 
Lafayette , London-;-t°February 9;-1792), vol. 3, pp. 392-393 .  
65Thomas Paine , Thomas Paine, 11 Agrarian Justice ," ed. Harry Hayden 
Clark, (New York: American Boo�Company, 19L4) ,  p. )46. 
heir. This payment would create a fund which would be used to ease the 
inequities or those denied their natural right of land ownership. The 
fund would be used to pay ten pounds per year to those 50 years and old­
er, and fifteen pounds sterling to those reaching their majority of 21 
yP-ar s . 66 This plan was in opposition to the dominant economic philosophy 
of the timP. , but Paine had already disavowed Malthusian economics when 
he said there were not two classes of people, rich and poor, but really 
only male and female . Those who say otherwise, he continue d ,  proliferate 
" nonsense" and "hypocrisy.11 67 Basically, Paine 's goal was to eliminate 
the misery civilization had wrought.68 Paine ' s  argument wa; that civi-
lized society had bestowed property inequitably. Throughout history 
labor was sold so cheaply that a large segment of people could not ac­
quire property.69 Paine did n�t want to eliminate private property, but 
he did want to make it more readily available to all. Paine was not 
really interested in the wealth land could bring, but in the result of 
the wealth--dignity of man . His philosophy is always human, not really 
economic, actually he scorned wealth. 
Paine recognized that his contemporaries had great reverence for af-
fluence. It was his fondest wish to dispel such reverence and replace it 
with "disgust • 11 However, until s·uch time should arrive a plan concerning 
property was critical and the only way to acheive " justice .1170 This eco-
nomic plan was only a part of his overall philosophy. He believed po\�r-
66rbid . ,  pp. 340-342. 
67!f'id . ,  p. 336. 
68tbi d . ,  p .  337. 
69Tbid . ,  PP• 347-349. 
70Jbid . ,  P •  350. 
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ty deeraded man spiritually when natural law cried for his . exultation and 
equality.71 It was in essence a part o!" his theophilantropic movement, 
a part that would readjust land ownership and allow each individual to 
acheive his just natural rights .72 This became a part of the religiosi�y 
of Paine aml his humane Deism. His fervor subsequently led to the for­
mation of a ch11rch in January 1797. 73 
Joined by five families, Paine opened a small church on number 
34 Denis Street in London. His writing helped awaken skepticism and new 
religious sects. The Age 2£ Reason had the most influence, but other 
writings were also influencial. Even though Paine was· sometime labeled 
an atheist by his contemporaries as well as latter author s ,  Paine 's ac-
tual religion labele·d atheism as an enemy. His church pledged belief in 
God and the immortal sou1.74 Similtaneously, he denounces Christianity 
as the "age of ignorance.1175 In a Letter to Camille Jordon76 he denour.ced 
the "hollow chatter" about . the "comfort of religion ."' Defining priests as 
'.'the patrons of debauchery and domestic infidelity," he stated that " one 
71Ibid. pp. 350-351. 
72conway, The � .2! Thomas Paine, vol. 2 ,  p. 259. 
73rbi d . ,  vol. 2, p. 253. 
7Lrbid. 
75Thomas Paine, The Ag;: of Reason, part 1, e d .  Albury Castell, 
(New York: The Liberal Arts Press, 19!JJ), p .  39. 
76camille Jordan was a Deputy to the National Assembly in France 
before the Reipn of ·Terror· ; he fled to Switzerland. Harvey Mitchell, 
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ochoolmaster is of more use than a hundred priests .11 77 Statements such 
as this separated Paine from many people who would otherwise favor his 
republican ideas . They could not accept his alleF;ed irreverence·; ' con-• 
sequently, he was severely criticized for his religious views .  The crit-
icism damaP.ed his effectiveness as a political philosoph�r. 
Even though Paine 's The A�e 2!_ Reason was less rad.ical than Con­
stanin Volney's �!:!.,78 the latter was never as maligned- or as popular 
as Paine ' s  work. 79 Judginp, by contemporary standards, however, The �� 
of �easo� mip,ht even be adjudged radical today. Paine disavowed both . 
Jesus Christ, as a savior, and the Bible as the ' Word of God ' .  Corre-
latin� himself with Doubting Thomas , Paine marked the Bible as a " pious 
fraud.1•1 80 He assaulted re�lations made by a third person. In argument 
he asserted that neither Joseph , Mary� �r Jesus wrote of their lives . Bl 
The only record of their lives was told by others. Paine 's skepticism 
went to extreme lengths as he tested the logic of the Bible. If Christ 
were destined to die for the sins of man, Paine asked ,  why did he hide 
and why was his capture only possible because . of Judus?82 This disbelie f 
might well have been accepted as disrespect; nonetheless, this disbelief 
was balanced by Paine ' s  respect for Jesus as a revolutionist.83 He also 
realized that many good men led good lives under the myth of this reli-
gion and he really only wanted to extinguish the ideas of 'church ' ,  not 
77smith, Thomas Paine, Liberator , p. 284. 
78nuins or Meditations on the Reval of Emoires .  
__..... _ _  
-
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faith. As a result, he claimed that Jesus did not really establish a 
new system of religion, but merely called for moral virtue and belief 
in one God. 84 
Paine expressed that he too, believed in one God. He coupled 
this belief with a faith in his own mind, saying that his church was his 
mind. Disbelieving in other churchs ,  he charged that a state religion 
produced 11mental l:ying" on the part 01" individuals. Paine thus denied 
both the established church and the Bible. He gave God as. the II first 
cause," and accused Christianity of denying God With a belief in the 
writings of men who had no real knowledge of God ' s  word .85 Paine pri-
marily chastised the use or religion as a political power. He claimed 
that the 11 debauchery' of the Bible had perpetrated the most 11 detestable 
wickedness," " horrid cruelties ,11 and " greatest miseries" on man, and all 
had been done in the name of 11revelation.1186 Making himselr very clear , 
he later wrote that the Bible and the Testiments were both "impositions" 
and !'forgeries." 87 
On the other hand, although Paine was. very specific and staunch 
in his own religious beliefs, he was also tolerant . Writing to Samuel 
Adams , who disagreed with the ideas expressed in � Age of Reason, Paine 
said that a man 's religion was his own. However ,  any man who was a friend 
of man could not be far wrong. 88 In still another writing Paine described 
84_:(2� . ,  p .  21. 
85.IQid. , PP• 5-7, 27-32. 
86paine , T� Writing� of Thomas -Paine , "The Rights of Man, "  part 2 ,  
vol. 2 ,  p .  515. 
87Thomas Paine , Basic Writings of Thomas Paine , "The Age of Reason," 
part 2 ,  (New York : Wiiley Book Company-;-19L2), pp. 244-245, 256. 
88Paine , Sele�ted Writinr,s of Thomas Paine, letter to Samuel Adams 
from Thomas Paine , Federal City, (January 1, 1803}, pp. )68, 370-372 . 
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it very simply. Believing that God is Justice, Paine foresaw that tho�e 
who served God by Riving happiness, would be happy in a "hereafter .11 89 
AlthouP,h these religious views are very humanistic, they are 
also anti-clerical and anti-Christian. People were often aghast at such 
a philosophy. Of a�l Paine ' s  writing, his religious tracts were the 
most damaging to his reputation. If he had not strayed into this area 
he would have been more effective as a revolutionary. His Deism fright-
ened many republicans . 
Deputy Paine 
Paine 's role in the American Revolution and his political writ-
ings made him a revolutionist of world renown. As a result, he was in-
vited to France to assist in the formation of the French Constitution. 
Ultimately, he pondered and voted on the fate of Louis xvr90 and subse-
quently, fell victim to Robespierre 's Reign of Terror. To a great extent 
Paine 's � Rights 2.£ Man determined his future. After its public�tion 
he became a threat to Federalist America and was forced to flee from Eng-
land where court proceedings were pending against him. Most of these 
events were the consequence of Paine 's second part of The Rights 2f. � 
which was adjudged to be so radical as to threaten revolution in Eng­
land. 91 Once published, Paine sealed his fate and wa� driven from his 
birthplace into the frenzy of the French Revolution. Thus, in 1792, he 
once again returned to France. Upon his arrival he was made an honor-
89Paine, Selected Writinpa of Thomas Paine, "After This Llfe ,"  
pp .  375-376. 
90sear s ,  George Washington and the French Revolution, p .  3J9n. 
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ary Fren�h citizen and chosen as a Deputy from Calai s ,  thus obtal.ninp, a 
seat in the Chamber _of Deputies.92 The move was not unwelcor.ie d ,  Paine ' s  
past activities put him i n  f'.OOd stead wi. th . France and th'3 Girondins . 93 
In prior years Paine had helped form Republican Societies in 
Franc e .  Madame Roland , writing to Bancol des Is sorts, denoted t?ie j_m-
port,ance of these societie s .  She indicated the " noise" created by the 
. 
societies and the numerous chapters Paine launch�d .  In the early stace 
of the French Revolution, these chapters94 were both valuable and danger-
ous--valuable because they organized the lower classes in Paris , danger-
ous because they eventually spurred the Revolution from th·� bourgoise 
phase to a more democratic and more brutal stage under Robespierre. Un-
derstandably, Paine could not foresee the danger of excessive brutality 
and was optimistic about the outcome of the French Revolution. On 
May 1 ,  1790, he wrote to Washington of his optimism concerninp, the Rev-
elution, " I  have not the least doubt of the final and complete success 
of the French Revolution • • •  1195 As a long time friend and admirer of 
George Washington, Paine at this time had no reason to doubt that Wash-
ington was as hopeful as he . Throughout 1790, Washington and Paine cor-
responded frequently. Paine had delivered to John Rutledge Jr. the 
"Key to the Bastille" to be presented to Washinp,ton. At this time the 
Revolution was in a moderate stage and Washington and Lafayette were 
92Morris, Diary of � French Revolution, vol. 2 ,  p .  368. 
93touis R. Gottschalk, The Era o!" the French Revolution, 1715-1815, 
(New Yor k :  Houghton Mifflin Compan�-1929},p:-Sb. 
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2 vols . ,  (New York : Barnes and Noble, 1966 ) ,  vol. 1, document 2o, p .  323. 
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in frequent correspondence.96 All three were friends . Later, Lafayette 
would be forced to flee France and Paine would scorn Washington for his 
allo�ed role in Paine ' s  imprisonment. However, for now he numbered Wash­
ington as a friend to both himself and the French Revolution. 
Another friend in the early days of the Revolution was Gouverneur 
Morris . Prior to the publication of The. Rights £!: �' Paine made fre­
quent visits to Morris. Morris evidently was more frien�ly when con­
fronted with Paine than when recording the events in his diary. Other­
wise Paine would not possibly have visited so often. One can say with 
some authority on this matter that Morris was a man of ' duplicity ' .  In 
the early years of the Revolution, 1789 and 1790, Morris recorded, in his 
Diary of' �.e_ French !!_evolution, Paine 's frequent visits. Paine dined97 
and had frequent conversations with Morris .98 They discussed important 
events in the United States which included the plans and positions of 
Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, and others who corresponded with 
Morris.99 In addition, Morris acted as a messenger when Paine received 
money, probably proceeds o.f his early writings.100 The two appear to 
have visited often, even thoup,h they had far different philosophies. On 
June 24, 1790, Paine and Morris visited a friend of the French Ambassador 
and spoke of the total abolition of the French nobility. One can com-
pletely ar,ree that this would be one of Paine 's goals ; however, Morris 
wrote that he hoped that France would enter a foreign war , if need be, 
to prevent such an extreme .101 One wonders why Paine continued to con-
96washineton, � Writines � George Washington, vol. 31, p. 80. 
97Morris, Diary � � French Revolution, vol. 1, P?• 329-330. 
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sider Morris a friend . On .;ugust 7, 1790, whert Paine called on i·1orris to 
cash a check, ;-torris recorded Paine as a "trouble�ome fellow.11 102 Morris 
wa3 even more perturbed when Paine called, complaining that he was too 
tired to go to the city, to borrow money. Grudgingly, Morris lent him 
three guineas and wrote in his diary that he knew it would � be speed­
ily repaid.l03 This anxiety must have went unnoticed by Paine for their 
discussions and visits, apparently friendly, continued fo� a while long­
er . 104 However, an unreconcilable breech occurred when events brought 
notoriety to Paine . 
When the first part of � Righ!!,� .2£ Man was published Paine ·wa!il 
in England. However, a subsequent visit to France once again brought 
Paine in contact with Morris . This visit revealed some of Morris ' ani-
mosity toward Paine . Morris was convinced that Paine was overcome With 
ego. He described him as "inflated to the eyes and big with a letter of 
Revolutions11 105 (referring to Paine 's publication). A few days later 
. 
Morris ' judgment was even more severe. When Morris went to visit Paine 
at his "wretched apartment," Paine had already. left for England. How-
ever, in conversation with another lodp,er, Morris was told that Paine 
was a 11 little mad;!'' Morris concurred that this was not improbable .1o6 
Horris ' critique of Paine 's recent publication did not .really reflect a 
belief in Paine ' s  madness. Morris saw both good and bad points in Paine 's 
diatribe ; his primary concern was that the writing would encourage the 
102�. ,  vol. 1, P• 570. 
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io4rbid. ,  vol. 1, P •  580. 
105Morris , Diary � Letters of Gouverneur Morris, vol. 1, p .  L29 .  
106rbi d . ,  vol. 1, p .  403. 
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municip!llities to fall under thP, influence of the Jacobins .107 Within a 
short time Morris ' fear materialized, the Revolution did become a part of 
the urban centers, notably Paris . The first French Republic peaked over 
the horizon. The people , . in late 1791, were becoming more forward look-
inP, and democratic than the French National Assembly. The emerging ques-
tion was , hereditary monarchial leadership or a whollz Republican govern­
mcnt,108 not a combination of the two. Paine , of course, would stronP,ly 
support the latter. However, for a time there was calm and all went well 
for Paine. despite the first part of The Rights of �· When it was pub­
lished, Burke and the Tories were still strong in England and l,ouis XVI 
was still singing the praises of the happy Revolution in France and 
Europe . This 'happy Revolution' was one that would maintain the mon-
archy. However, by the time the second part of � Rights of 11an was 
published in 1792, conditions had changed. Morris warned Paine that he 
was in danger, but according to Morris , ··Paine was so drunk with self-de-
ceit that he ir,nored the riots and other events that brought reaction 
from the English and French conservatives.l09 However, Paine had some 
reason to be optimistic. Even though he was forced to flee England in 
1792, he was accepted as an 'American hero' when he arrived in France. 
Paine 's literary career which was once described by Louis XVI 
as one of " ingenious and timely publicationa11 now forced Paine to seek 
asylum in France.110 As a reward for ·his courage in serving liberty, 
107Morris, Diari 2£ � French Revolution, vol. 2 ,  p. 156n. 
108sears, GeorpLe WashinGton � � French Revolutio�, ppl 102-103. 
109Morris, D�a�l �-<! Letters 2£ Gouverneur Morris, vol. 1, p .  515. 
ll�rnst, Rufus King, American Federalist, pp. 76-77. 
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the National Assembly, on Augu.st 26, 1792, conferred him. honorary· citi-
zenahip along with other notables such as Alexander Hamilton, GeorP,e 
111 Washin�ton·, .Jeremy Ben th om, and Joseph Priestly. Moreover, he wa3 
elected as a Deputy to the French National Convention. Concurring with the 
Girondins , he hoped to help frame a new French Constitution.112 Unfori:.u-
nately, new events made the Constitution secondary. The debate between 
. 
monarchy and Republicanism came to a head when Louis XVI made his most 
fatal mistake . 
Lonis XVI flight to Varennes began a chain of events that would 
ultimately lead Paine to the steps 01' the guillotine . The King 's flight 
brought indienation and mistrust. Many were convinced that the King, who 
had once strutted a revolutionary cockade, had now turned his back on the 
Revolution. Louis XVI was considered a traitor,. his flight made him a 
problem to be reckoned with and ultimately proved to be his death warrant . 
Initially, the King ' s  flip,ht brought a furor from Paine and the Republi-
can societies . Paine posted the first serious Republican manifesto on 
the door 01· the National Asser.1bly; it demanded prosecution. Furiously, 
it was torn down by a royalist, but public opinion in Paris was turning 
against Louis XVI. It would eventually become more violent ·than Paine 
either expected or desired.113 Ironically, Paine unwittingly helped ere-
ate the harsh turn of events. Paine ' s  manifesto accused Louis XVI of be-
traying the Revolution. It stated that Louis 1 abdication 01· the throne 
lllJohn Hall Stewart, A Documentar_y Survei of the French Revolu­
tion, (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1951), document67, pp. 317-318. 
112Aldridge , � � Reason, � Li� :or Thoma� Pat._�, p. 177. 
ll3Morris , Diary of � Frenc� Revolution, vol� 2 ,  P• 21. 
Stewart,  � nocumentarv Survey of the Iz:.8..!}£h Revolution, document 42, pp. 
214-215. 
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was a foredrawn conclusion when he fled and deserted France . Ansflerinr, 
questions in advance, Paine said he did not need to know Louis ' motiva-
tion. He announced that whether it was Louis ' decision ·or .. not--be he a 
fool or a hypocrite, an idiot or a traitor--either judgment proved him 
unworthy to be King ol° France . 114 
Ultimately, Louis ' flight was condemned as treason. Paine him-
self had spoken of the "brutal luxury'' of the throne and the possibility 
of less taxes without it. For Paine, the 'splendor of the throne ' was a 
despicable thing--an unreal facade. Splendor t'or Paine came from intrin-
sic ·worth, .not the gaudy facade of the monarchy • .  At this time , however, 
Paine did not realize that the person of the King was in daneer; Paine 's 
goal was only to destroy the monarchy, not the King. He was sure that 
the French would not degrade themselves in order to punish the King.�15 
Paine 's plan for the King was a humane one and, per�aps, a practical one . 
Morris ' diary reports that Paine told him of the plan in confidence. The 
plan was to exile the King and his family to America. This confidential 
plan was reiterated via letter from Morris to Washington.11� The letter 
expressed Paine 's sincere desire to prevent bloodshed . The proposed ex-
il� to America appealed to Paine and others as a way out for the Giron-
dins . The plan was to board the King and his family, accompanied by 
Genet, on a frigate bound for the United States .  This was to be done 
without approval by the Mountain.117 The plan was thus approved, but its 
llLstewart, A Documentar.Y. Survey £! �  French Revolution, docu­
ment 42 ,  pp. 214-215':' 
115rM d.  
116i.torris, Diary o f  the French Revolut.ion, vol. 2 ,  p .  S9h. 
Conway, �fe of ThoMas PaITie-;-'VoI. 21 p .  lol. 
117The Mountain refers to the most radical segment of the Assembly, 
in this case the Jacobin3. 
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execution was suspended for three .days . The three days was enough to 
allow the �ountain to p;ain control. Hence, the situation was ult.imately 
out of the Girondins hands as Robespierre and the Jacobins pressed for 
trial and execution .118 The Mountaineers had their way. However, Paine 
consistentJ y stood against execution, · he said,, " I  voted against it both 
morally and politically.11119 This position began a series of events that 
led Thomas Paine to despair and danger. 
In Paine 's eyes the . execution of the King marked th� failure of 
the French Revolution. He now relinguiahed hi� hope of spreadin� r�volu­
tion throuphout the world .120 Paine ' s  dream had been to show the magna-
nimity of Republicanism by sparing the King. The King 's execution de­
stroyed this dream an� thus Paine 's hope of an international Republic.121 
The King 's execution was not only a severe blow to Paine 's hopes and 
dreams·' but it also put him in a potentially dangerous position ).n France 
and strengthened the animosity against him in the United States .  The 
Girondins lost their power as the French Jacobins assumed leadership in 
. 
. 
the French Revolution. As an opponent of the exec�tion of Louis XVI, 
Paine lost favor with the Jacobins . Concurrently, the King 's execution 
turned most Americans against both the French Revolution and Paine. 
Paine had been so completely associated with the Revolution up to this 
point that he was considered a part of the execution. He was not, of 
course ,  and the Jacobin reaction against him proved the point. However, 
this was not considered; thus, Paine stood alone. with few friends and · 
118Morris ,  Diarz of � �  Re_:rolution, vol. 2 ,  pp. 595-596. 
119conway, Lire of 'J'homl'ls Paine , vol. 2 ,  p .  159. 
- -
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120.foodward , �� Pain� :  America·� Qodfather, p. 245. 
121conway, � of Thomas Paine, vol. 21 pp. 161-162 . 
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m:tny enemies .  
In 1793, while Paine 's French political enemies plotted his de-
st.ruction , most of his American friends abandoned him. Gouverneur Horris 
reported in his diary that Paine was "intriguing aP,ainst hi.JT\!11 Although 
the charge was not true and completely out of Paine ' s  character, Morris 
turned ar.ainst Paine completely. Of course, evidence shows that Morris 
had for sometime held secret malice for Paine, but now it came to the sur-
face. Horris wrote that Paine became drunk \olhile visiting him and be­
haved in an unacceptable fashion: Moreover, Morris charged, without 
foundation, that Paine was ' drunk' most or the time.122 
• 
False rumors of 
Paine ' a  scurrilous behavior, led men to fear his friendship. He became a 
man without a country. The American government abandoned Paine, as did 
the English government, \olhile the new French Jacobins endangered Paine 's 
freedom and very life. Paine 's Girondin position in the French National 
Assembly in itself jeopardized him;l23 his vote against the King ' s  ex-
ecution sealed his fate. 
The Reign of Terror in France began October 3, 1793. Twelve 
Girondin deputies were beheaded in Paris and six in Bordeaux. All Giron-
dins were suspect; without evidence Paine �ras accused of being an English 
spy1124 The charge was the resuit of the upheaval and fear in France . 
The war with England threatened from without \olhile internal struggles 
created real dangers that were magnified into paranoia. Robespierre waz 
now in command of · the Revolution and attempting to rid the Revolution of 
'enemies of France ' .  
122Morris, Diary � Letters of Gouver� Morris_, vol. 2 ,  p. hB. 
123woodward, Thomas Paine : America ' s  Godfather, p .  237. 
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RobP.spierre called Paine both a traitor and a hypocrite .125 
Painl} was ulti.mately arrested and destined for death. An old decree 
found on Robespierre ' s  desk at the time of his own deposal states the • 
case fairly well. It read, "I demand that a writ accusinP, Thomas Paine 
be issued in the interest of America as well as of France.11126 Thus , 
Paine was imprisoned under Robespierre ' s  order. Joel Barlow and others 
moved to his aid, but Washington and Morris were hopelessly silent. 
During Paine ' s  imprisonment, emotions in Paris reached a hyster-
ical pitch under Robespierre 's leadership. The earlier Jacobin leader-
ship of Danton was more pragmatic and would probably have avoided the 
excesses of the Reign of Terror. However, Danton ultimately fell under 
the guillotine . Before hi� demise, however, Paine wrote Danton and ad­
vised that the capitol of France be moved from Paris and the Parisian 
mobs .127 This was not accomplished, but Paine was correct in asswninr, 
that the mobs would act irrationally. Paris had always been, even be­
fore the King was ushered there as the Baker,128 the heart of the most 
radical and unruly segment of the population. Now it was a hotbed of 
uncertainty and danger. 
The story of Paine 's arrest and Barlow' s  part in it has been re-
iterated .  The money collected, perhaps from Joel Barlow, did not help 
Thomas Pa�ne, but a trick of fate allowed him to survive while Gouverneur 
Morris clamored for his execution.129 The doors of the cells in the pris-
125neorge Rude , ed . ,  Robespie!!.!!• Great Lives Observed ,  (Engle-
wood Cliffs , New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc . ,  1967), pp. 79-80. 
126woodward, Thomas Paine : America's Godfather, p .  273. 
127!biE_. , p. 241.i. 
J ? 8�P.fers to th� crowd that brought the King and his family from 
Versailles to Paris in 1789. 
129\1oodward, Thomas Paine : America' s  Godfather, pp. 271-279. 
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on where Paine was held were marked if the occupants were to be exe­
cuted that day. v��n the marker came to mark Paine 's cell, the door 
was opened into the corridor. - The open door went unnoticed by the of­
ficer and was marked .  When the door was subsequently closed the mark 
appeared only on the inside, it could not �e seen by the officers who 
came to take the prisoners to their execution. Hence, Paine was spared,130 
with no thanks to Morris or George Washington. Paine was understandably 
very bitter because Morris and Washington· had not attempted to get him 
released ,  he even suspected that they plotted his incarceration. 
The prime question all along was Paine ' s  citizenship. Morris 
would not acknowledge Paine 's American citizenship or give him the pro­
tection due an American citizen. Paine 's role in the American Revolu-
tion should have afforded him the status of 'citizen ' !  At least, he was 
equally as much of an American citizen as any others who had fought for 
American independence. However, Paine ' s  citizenship was questioned be­
cause 01' his English birth and his honorary French citizenship.131 In 
Paine 's mind there was no doubt of his American citizenship and alle­
giance. With this in mind, he was merely a visitor to England and France . 
Hostility flowed from his pen when he wrote a scorching letter to George 
Washington on September 20, 1795. " I  cannot understand your silence ," 
wrote Paine , as he explained Robespierre ' s  decree against him. Paine 
knew that the American silence gave credence to the charges against 
him.132 Robespierre apparently adjudged America ' s  silence on the mat­
ter as an agreement with the assertion that Paine was an enemy of America 
13°rb1d . 
13lsears, George Washineton !,!!2 � French Revolution, p. 200. 
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as well as France. At least this was Paine 's conclusion and one can 
assume that Robespierre might have relented on Paine ' s  imprisonment i1' 
the United States had applied pressure. Indi�nantly, while in prison, 
Paine accused Washirn:�t.on of treachery.13J Even though Gouverneur Morris 
may well have been more to ·blame than WashinP.ton, the ultimate authority 
� Washington ' s ,  thus , in Paine 's mind, his responsibility was estab­
lished. Paine 's insulting , accusing, and bitter letter attests to Paine 's 
belief in Washington ' s  responsibility. One must consider, however, that 
shortly after James Monroe .was appointed as Minister to France replacing 
Morri�, Paine was released. Monroe quickly establi�hed that Paine was 
. 
. 
an American citizen and only a visitor to France.134 It appears that 
Paine was in prison just as long as Morris could keep him there . Certain-
ly, Morriswas more responsibl� than Washington for Paine 's mishap, but 
Paine left prison convinced that Robespierre, Morris, and Washington had 
intrirued for his imprisonrnent .135 On the other hand, Monroe proved to 
be a constant friend to Paine and gave him shelter after his release from 
prison.136 
Deputy Paine had had a harrowing experience. His writings and 
actions in the National Convention when coupled with the hysterical condi-
tion of the French Revolution had endangered his life . The fear of fur-
ther revolution in the United States only compounded hi� problem. Paine 
had become a man without a country for a time, 11· not for his constant 
!'riends such as Monroe and Barlow, he may well have died during the French 
13Jrhi.d . 
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Revolution. Tho Revolution for which he had so much hope turned against 
the humanity which Paine loved so deeply. 
American Jacobin 
Paine was not a political radical by todays standards, but merely 
a rugged individualist. However, in the late Nineteenth Century he made 
many people furiousl37 as he threatened the security of traditional ideas . 
On the other hand, many agreed with his ideas . He, like Barlow, whom he 
met in Enr,land in 1791, was considered by many as a mouthpiece for evil, 
• 
'While others called them patriots and heroes. The judement depended to 
a great extent on whether one favored aristocracy or democracy. At least 
this would have been the simplified polarization accordinr, to Paine and 
Barlow.138 Occasionally, however, some would agree with Paine privately, 
but thwart his · efforts publiclt� · ·  .WilliartvPitt.·. :WI"ote�.than: many pf: . .  
Paine 's  opinions were correct, but if they were encouraged they would 
bring a bloody revolution.139 Meanwhile , the American Federalists saw 
Paine as a "bogey--famous throu3hout Europe and America, for his hatred 
to all government, human and d ivine--with which to frighten good people 
away from the lure of Thomas Jefferson.11i40 Consequently, Thomas Paine 
was even too radical for many of. the Jeffersonians . This made him a 
frinp,a element to be reckoned With and ridiculed. Cobbett called him the 
11 Prince of demogop,ues." When he commented on Paine 's scorching letter to 
137woodward ,  Thomas Paine, America's Godfather, pp. 197-198. 
-- . 
. 
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Waohi nr,ton concerning the formers imprisonment, hP. describerl th0 letter 
as a " base and Wicked oerformance" which defiled a man who Paine had in 
earlier days praised. Cobbett made no attempt to refute Paine ' s  char�es 
and wrote that a man like Washinr,ton needs no defense .141 While the cam-
pRiP,n o �  slander a�ainst Paine continued, The Rights of Man wao popular­
ized.  By the end of 1793 over two hundred thousand copies were sold.142 
Paine became, said Horace Walpole , concurrently, both the most hated and 
the most idolized man.143 
Paine 's � Rights 2f �, if published at another time, might 
have went unnoticed, but the answer to Burke occurred at too chaotic a 
time to pass into oblivion. As reiterated, the work ultimately forced 
Paine to flee from England to France in 1792 in order to escape a sedi­
tion charge.144 It was during this fiery time in England that Paine 
first made the aquaintance of Joel Barlow whose own writings often con­
plimented Paine 's even though they were not as well read.145 However, 
one must consider that Barlow was well known for activities other than 
his writing and was considered dangerous enough to be called a " fellow 
traveler" of Paine ' s .  Both appeared menacing t o  the authorities in Enp­
land and America; hence , govel"fl!'lP.nts · strove to end their a�itation.146 
lhlcobbett, A Letter to the Infamous Thomas Paine , Hicrocard E311, 
Pl5, December 1796, TBooth"Li'brary;" Eastern Illinois-Uni'Versity, Charleston, 
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Paine 's trial in En�land was postponed from June to December, 
1792 , which allowed Paine time to leave England, but emotions were so 
'hi�h that his writings were burned .147 The famous English mystic of the 
time, William Blake , warned Paine not to return to England . He said, 
"you are a dead man if you come home • • •  11148 The essence of Paine ' s  noto-
riety was his center position in the " great debate" between democracy and 
monarchy. Burke ' s  stand favored the more conservative elements that would 
l.iinit monarchial power yet maintain the monarchy; on the other hand, 
Paine would destroy it completely. Thus, the second part of The Rights 
o� � was fearfully received by the propertied classes in England and 
elsewhere. They saw Paine ' s  radical writings as the wedge that could 
topple both the British monarchy and the established Church. Conversely, 
the diatribe was eagerly read by reformers, dissident Protestants, demo­
crats , London craftsmen, and skilled factory ha.nds.149 Although the 
events in France durtng the ,period had n-0thing to do with Paine 's philos-
ophy, Burke used them to retort Paine and to stir up fear. PointinP. out 
tl'le excesses which Paine ' s  philosophy would manifest, he referred to the 
September massacres in France and the execution of Louis xvr.150 Both 
were excellent examples that there was much to fear from the revolution-
ary agitation of Paine and others. 
Paine was of course found guilty when hi� trial did occur . It was 
a foredrawn conclusion that this would be the outcome . As Paine explained 
147conway, Life .£!:. Thomas Paine, vol� 2 ,  pp. 141-142. 
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tho .1ury wao nominated by the Crown! Paine expected con•li.ction because 
he knew that the propertied Englishmen cared nothing for or understood 
nothin� of what he had written in The Rights of �· They only wante d 
to extinP.uish all literature that threatened their position in the En�-
lish P,overnmrmt. With the Wit peculiar to the period, Paine described 
thP. EnPlish middle class.  
"Talk to some London merchants ," he said with humor, "about 
scriptures ,  and they w.i.11 understand you mean scrip, and tell 
you how much it is worth on the Stock Exchange, ask about 
Theology and they w.i.11 say they know no such gentlemen upon 
the 'change ' •11 151 
Paine 's sardonic w.i.t did not go un-paralleled,  perhaps it was even out­
done, as one critic writes a retort to Paine ' s � Age of Reason. 
"That relirdon and miracles all were in jest, 
And the devil in torment a tale of the priest. 
Though Beelzebubs absence from hell I ' ll maintain, 
Yet we all must allow that the Devils in Paine ." 152 
By 1793, many did believe that earthly devils · occupied England . The at-
mosphere in England was so permeated with fear that neighbors were re-
porting neighbors for susoect activity. Paine was allegedly overheard 
conversing With a friend: in Frenc?, they· ·were talking· about a viSit to 
the British Convention. The conversation was reported and inunediately 
a writ waR drawn for Paine 's immediate ar�est ,  Paine was not even in Eng-
land. The writ was withdrawn when the whole episode was proven to be a 
hoax.153 Others were not so fortunate , Paine ' s  first indictment served 
15l •change • means stock exchange . ·Conway, 1lli_ of Thomas ��' 
vol. 2 ,  p .  263. 
1$2rhi.?. . ,  vol. 2 ,  p. 64. 
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as a warninp to writers and publishers. 'T'he writers ?rosec11tion fore ­
warned all, who were . circulatinp, the literature, to cease and desist .15'-i 
All radical writers and their publi�hers became outlaws in En?,land.  
Strangely enough, Paine had also became an outlaw in France for beine 
too moderate. After Paine had fled to France one of his olrl letters a�-
peared in the English Morning Herald on April 17, 1793 and it stated 
that , "If the French kill their King, it will be a signal for my depar­
ture , (j:rom FranceO for I will not abide among such sanguinary rnen .11155 
Paine did not . know when he wrote the letter that his departure would not 
be his choice , he was arrested before he could flee . Regardless of his 
imprisonm�nt his influence continued in England and America. 
ThP. Republican Societies in England were greatly influenced and 
inspired by Paine.156 They were the most radical in England. There were 
Whigp.:i.sh Clubs, of course , one was the Friends of tlie People , but they 
were not truly republican. They would go only so far and would not "rip 
u� the monarchy by its roots and place democracy in its stead .11157 Paine 's 
Republican �ocieties would. In 1792 , � Rights of Man had awakened the 
Republican spirit and it grew throughout 1793.lStl As the societies ex-
panded so did the hostility against them and it was compounded by the 
growing prejudice against France.159 The ideas of the societies and the 
ideas of France became synonomous . As the situation in France became 
154rbid . ,  pp. 172-175. 
155conway, � of Thomas Paine , vol. 2 ,  pp. 150-155. 
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more daneerous and brut,al the societies and their members were morP. se-
verely prosecute� and ner3ecuted .  notably, Paine and France became o�e. 
Even thoup,h he was imprisoned by the Reign of Terror he was accused of 
being one of i ts perpetrators . His influence was reported to have im-
pact in very hir,h echelons 01' the French government; durin;_; t.ho French/ 
Enr�lish war he was accused of being an intimate friend of Talleyrand! 
nu�ora of Paine grew and -were expanded until his fame became alMost leg-
end. Consequently, it is difficult to decirer fact from fiction. How-
ever , Paine 's great influence cannot be questioned.  In the end, great 
Jacobin Clubs were formed -wher ever Paine 's writings found reception. 
Thus , they -were worldwide.160 Paine 's philoso-phy 4!"eflecte.d the spirit 
of thP. masses or col'lUTlon people, 161 those who had been y>owerless for 
centuries .  However, this bubble of hope only stirred fear in the hearts 
of the established government, church, and propertied classes . Paine be-
came know as "the clumsy advocate of insurrection." Cobbett adjudged 
him to be worse than Citizen Adet.1 62 Cobbett mocked Paine while Paine 
was imprisoned by the French. He said that Paine should be cheerfu'J.ly 
executed for the ' cause ' .  Why shouldn't Paine be included in the thou-
sands to fall under Robespierre, Cobbett asked? Moreover, he chided 
Pa.ine for the "whimpering story'' he wrote to " treacherous" Washington. 
Cobbett was thoroughly amused at Paine 's plight; he saw irony in Paine 's 
imprisonment when he remembered Paine ' s  idealistic words about the " der:io-
cratic floor" of the French National Assembly. With his usual jibes, 
Cobbett continued to chastise Paine for the lattets criticism of the 
16orht�. ,  �n. ?.�, 51. 
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Ar1crican Constitution. Ry the· t,�me Cobbett finished his dissertation, 
Pair.e became a traitor to Americans who held the Constitution " dear" to 
their hearts. According to Cobbett, Paine was a part of the villainy 
of a French "horde. of sav::i.re;, , Gm<iJ are enraged in the work of destruc­
tion.11163 As a result of many brutal attack� and the seemingly atteistic 
The � of Reason,164 Paine 's reputation was ruined ;  he was shunned and 
calumninated upon his return to the United States in 1802 .165 Paine was 
isolated, too liberal for some, too conservative for others; the latter 
was his position in France. Compared to the Jacobins, the Girondins , . 
(Paine ' s facti.on) were quite conservative in thought and deed. Some his-
torians have described the Jacobins as " c ommunists" and " gan1?sters11 with 
a sprinkling of intellectuals such as Robespierre, Marat, and Danton. 
This is probably an overstatementr however, it is true that their phi-
losophy was much more radical than that of the Girondins. The Jacobins 
and Robespierre proved to be more prone to wholesale executions than 
were the Girondins and Paine .166 Paine 's prime concern was Republican-
ism, not the 'purification process ' that plagued �he Jacobins . Consis-
tentl� Paine dispised despotism and eventually called Napoleon the 
"French Char let.on." He never saw anihilation as a mean to an end , no 
matter how ideal the end.167 However, this was not the general impres-
163cobbett, A Letter to the Infamous Thoma� ��' E)ll, p .  15, 
(December 1796) ,  pp.-i;9-10,-1a:-- --
164'rhe Ap,e of Reason was the most popular deist work or t:ie peri­
od, it was in the-eig hth edition by 1794. At Bache •s Philadelphia book­
stores alone , 15,000 copies were sold. Russel Blaine Nye , The Cultural 
Life of the New Nation, (New York and Evanston: H�rper and-Row, Publis.hers , 
·19b6)-;-p:-211-:-
165oe1 Veccio, Thomas Paine : American, p .  163. 
J 66woodward, Thomas Paine : America's Godfather ,  p. 237. 
167lbi:_�. ,  pp. 300-302 . 
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sion of Paine and his writing. Ultimately, he was considered rather an 
unworthy wretch by many Americans ; this reputation was P.i ven irnpc+,us by 
his unfriendly relations with men or power and importance. 
Morris was probably Paine 's  most formidable enemy. He worked to 
have Paine dismissed in 1790 as the Secretary or Foreign Affairs ,  a post 
he had held since 1779. Fostering violent attacks on Paine , Morris claim-
ed that Pain� damaged America's relations with "His most Christian 
Majesty," Louis XVI. The allegations came when Paine de vulr,ed that 
France was officially assisting in the American Revolution. Apparently 
Paine forgave Morris ' attacks, or did not know of them, as witnessed by 
their apparently friendly relations during the early years of the French 
Revolution. 168 All aopeared friendly until Paine 's  second part of � 
Rights of Ma� caused such furor in England. After this, it appears that 
Morris wanted to disassociate himself and his associates from radicalism. 
Thereafter,  Paine was considered ,: by Morris, to be as far apart from 
Washington as "Common Sense" and "Nonsense •11 It became appa0rent that 
many of these old comrades had came to a parting of the ways . 169 In 
earlier days , Washington had rejoiced in the personal prosperity that 
Paine enjoyed as a result of The Rights of �.170 This pride was short-
lived. Paine never heard from Washington a!'ter he accused Washington 01· 
treacher�71 and this is understandable when one considers Paine 's letters 
to Washington. The third one, for instance , charged that Washington 
168Morris, Diary of � French Revolution, vol. 2 ,  p. 159. 
169sears, George Washington and the French Revolution, pp. 16�-169 . 
. 
170\V�shinP.toi:, ThP. viri tin� of Washin�ton, letter from Washington 
to Paine, Ph1ladelph1a,tMay 6, 1792), vol. 3 ,_ pp. Jtl-39. 
l 71Aldridge, Man of Reason, The Life of Thomas Paine , p .  243. 
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"accepted as a present ( though he · was al;ready rich) a hundreo thOl�sand 
acres in America," while he " left me to occ.upy six toot of er-.rth in 
France .11 172 Althoup,h understandable, Paine 's bitterness only hurt his 
already damaged reputation. By 1796, Paine was a notable opponent of 
Washington. Wolcott wrote Alexander Hamilton that Paine had �uhlished 
a book against the President, one that contained the most "infamous 
calumnies." Ardently, Wolcott asserted that Paine was systematically 
tryinf- to destroy confidence in the American government.173 Paine ' s  
letters also brought a retort from Cobbett in Porcunines Gazette . He · 
writes s  
"How T o m  gets a living, or what brothel he inhabits, I know 
not • • •  He had one all the mischief he can in the world and 
whether his carcase is. a last to be su1'f ered to rot in the 
earth or to dried in the air; is of little consequence • • •  
Men will learn to express all that is base, malignant, 
treacherous, and unnatural and blasphemous , in a single 
monosyllable--Paine ." 174 
The fiery criticisms became more and more fierce and prevalent. 
Most harmful to Paine was his severe criticism of Washington; Washington 
was , after all, the " father of the country" and was above reproach or so 
thought most Americans .175 When exerpts of Paine 's critical letter were 
printed immediately prior to the election of 1796, they were intended to 
aid the ,Jeffersonians . However, the publication hurt Paine more than it 
helped Jefferson. The letter was truly a :vehe:nent attack, it accused 
Washington of " doing nothing during the American Revolution, while taking 
172Smith, Thomas Paine, Liberator, p.  309. 
l 73Gibhs , ���:r:.� of � Administrations_, Washington ��q �da��, 
letter from Wolcott to Hamilton, {December 8, 1796), vol. 1,. p.  L07. 
l 74woodward, Th� Paine : Americ� Godfather, p. 295":"'296. 
175Aldridge, Man of Reason, The . Life of Thomas Paine, p.  246. 
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the �lory for the success of other generals ." This, of course, WA.G in 
opposition to Paine 's  earlier congratulations to Washington for hi� co:'l-
tributions to the AMerican Revolution. Even though Washington never 
mr.ntionen this contradiction or the original letter per se, he did speak 
of thP. 11 absol11te falsehood" of this printed version of Paine 1s letter .176 
Washington had not been Paine 's  only target. The Federalists , in 
general, were attacked and John Adams in particular. Paine charged the 
Federalists with pro-monarchial tendencies. Paine accused Adarr$ of hav-
ing a head "as full of Kings, Queens, and Knaves" as 11 a pack of cares ," 
a3 early as 1776. Paine stated that his p.reatest relief was that 11 John 
lost the deai.11177 After this and similar charges aeainst Adams , coun­
ter charp,es began to appear under the name of " Publicola.11178 
• 
' Publicoln' was the psuedonym for the young, 24 year old, John Q .  
Adams .179 In the Philadelphia General Advertiser in 1791, Publicola 
ridiculed Paine. He stated that even Rousseau 's "nation of gods" re-
quired unanimous consent which would be unobtainable in the United 
Statea.180 Adains lmew full well that uninirnity was impossible in 
America and he also knew or suspected that Paine and others were bein� 
subsidized by the Federalist 's  primary political opponent, Jefferson.181 
Since the American Revolution, Jefferson had feared the monarchial ten-
l76r1?.!_�. ,  pp. 245-246. 
177Smith, Thom� Paine, t�berator, p. 308. 
178Noblc E. Cunningham, Jr . ,  The feffersonian Republica�, The 
Formation of Party Organizatio�, 1789-1801-;="tchapel Hill: The University 
of North Carolina Press, 19S7J, p:-12. 
179Tbid. 
180rak�n from Boston 's  Columbian Centinel. Spurlin, R�� � �� 
America, 1760-_1uq2, pp. 61-62 . 
181<fibbs, �j r� £!! � Administration�, Washinr:ton � Ad�, 
editor 's  note, vol. 1, p. 377. 
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dencies of the Federalists. 
Jefferson related this fear to Paine •. In a letter he tells Paine 
that some of the highest and most important " characters" in the United 
States need a lesson in Republicanism. Jefferson, ho.rever,  was not as 
pcssi.Jnistic as Paine . Refering to � Rights of � he said that it waz 
not true tnat these "characters" were preaching "kings , lord, and cor.unons" 
or "crown, coronets, and mitres .11 182 One can readily see that Jefferson 
was a man of moderation; he could never sanction the extremes of ?aine 
nor did he want to be publically associated with Paine 's extremes.  
A "misunderstanding" exemplifies Jefferson 's  position. When 
Jefferson first received a copy of � Rights � �  from Paine 's  pub­
lisher, he wrote a short note on the copy and sent it back. The note 
praised Paine 's work, but Jefferson did not foresee or intend its pub-
lication. However, hoping to increase sales, the .publisher published 
Jefferson 's note without Jefferson 's approval. Subsequently, Publicola, 
much to the consternation of Jefferson, attacked both Paine and Jefferson. 
Showing his concern, Jefferson wrote Adams and begged that the two have 
no "misunderstanding" over the incident and explained that his note was 
not intended for publication. Jefferson did not want a potentially em-
barassing breech between himself and Adams . At this time he believed 
that the elder John Adams was the author of 'Publicola�l83 In the end, 
Paine took the brunt of the fierce criticism of his writings, propaganda 
182,Jefferson, The Works of Thomas Jefferson, letter from Jefferson 
to Paine, Philadelphia�June-19-;-11921;-vol. 7, p.  121. 
183Note ap?eared in Boston 's Colombian Centinel, June, 1791. Adams, 
Adams-Jefferson Letters, letter from Jefferson to Ada.mS, {July 17, 1791 ) ,  
vo1:-1 ;- pp. "2"45"-a?. 
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which, in the long run, helped insure Jefferson ' s  election to the ?resi­
dency. 
Nonetheless , Paine was .reviled unmercifully. Few men had the 
courap,e to defend him, even old comrades and friends . Rer.iember:i.ng Paine 1 s 
role in the American Revolution and his great contribution toward the 
cause of independence , one can easily understand why Barlow wrote of 
Washington's " Ingratitude.11184 Paine had to endµre the vile slander 
that accompanies the furor of an irrational period . It is difficult to 
bel:teve that those who were considered the 11 gentlemen" of the period 
could write and speak with such malice. The Federalists referred to 
Paine as a "loathsome reptile" and a 11 demi-human arch beast •11 Unsub­
stantiated charges became the rule not the exception. Paine was char­
acterized as " that lying , drunken, brutal infidel," a man whose " abom­
inable habits render him an object as offensive to the senses as his 
crimes make him abhorrent to the moral sentiments of mankind.11185 Paine 
surely must have generated fear in the Federalists ; his threat must have 
seemed real, otherwise the criticism would not have reached such a fe­
vered pitch. As time passed the fight, against the philosophy of Paine 
and Paine the man, became a worthy calling and a way of life . 
Hedals were forged to mock Paine . One example is the medal pic­
turing a man hanp,ing in front of a church; the caricature was , of col:Ise ,  
Paine . Around the hanging man 's neck hung a medal with a witty inscrip­
tion perculiar to the period; one read, "The End of Pain," another, "The 
Wrongs of Man.11 As ·a variety of paraphernalia appeared, one medal pie-
184see "Supra, p .  39." 
185Smi.th, Thomas Pai�, Liberator , p. 308. 
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tured a monkey dancing ; it read, "We dance, Pain Swine,s . �· This severe 
ridicule has led some historians to believe that Paine craved notoriety 
and may have received some masochistic pleasure from his adverse fa�e . 
However, such a charpe is merely speculation. Paine • s  maligmnent, how-
ever, was real and thriving. Inscribed beer mugs added to his defile-
ment; one read, 
" observe the wicked ' and malicious Man 
projecting all the mischief that he can 
when common policy will not prevail 
H e ' ll rather vent-qre soul and all than fail .11 186 
At lu1st thig @;;1.gr rutt etin be i:'e�op,niz@d as partially true. ?aine did 
risk all. His philosophy came first in his life and he could not com-
promise even though his search for truth prompted criticism and denial 
of old friendships . 
Influencial Americans turned against him. Many of "the best peo­
ple" adjudged Paine to be an unprincipled troublemaker .187 Even Monroe, 
who was his friend , asked him not to write about American affair s .  Mon-
roe was afraid that his own reputation, as Paine ' s  friend, would be dam­
aRed or that American policy would be weakened.ltl8 Paine was not un-
affected by this discord; he brooded over . his dishonor in the United 
States. His remorse was intensified when there was jubilation over er-
roneous reports of his death. Such reports were widely publicized at 
various time s .  One of the most well read was written in the Philade)nhia 
Aurora, January lu, 1796. The paper reported that Paine died of a fever 
18�1oodward, Thomas Paine : America's· Godfather, p .  2ltl. 
J 87Tui d . ,  p. 274. 
. 
. 
188:--ronroe told Madison, January 20, 1796, that he worrj_ed about 
Jay 's Treaty. AldridBe, Man of Reason, The ·11.r.e of Thomas Paine , P •  239. 
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h� contracted durinr, ht� in�arceration in France.189 One can readily 
believe that many of the reports were \mown to be erroneous from the 
onset, but were continued because they stimulated interest among both 
the F'edera11.nts and the Repuplicans . Perhaps �aine was sori:ily usP.d by 
both as he became a legend in his own time . As a '•malipne<l philosonher ' 
Paine was greatly misunderstood. Ultimately, as the wave of fear and uncer-
ta)nty subsided , he became an obscure character . The transitional peri-
od was drawing to a close. Some men, such as Barlow, would survive in 
the new era; others like Paine would drift into obscurity. The legit-· 
imacy o f  opposition weakened the effectiveness of the polarization, but 
many old hates survived. Thus , Paine became a victim of one of the most 
crucial periods in history. 
Lost Bones, Lost Cause 
In 1794, England believed Paine had been executed by Robespicrr� 
and the Reign of Terror. The rumor was that he stood upon the scaffold 
and con.fessed that all he had written and spoken ·were lie s .  This repo=t 
was what the English government wanted to believe . It was, of course, 
untr�e , but exemplifies how worrisome Paine was to the English. They 
would do whatever necessary to discredit him an� they were successful to 
a ereat extent. The. following is a nurs�ry rhyme that was chanted by 
English children after the report of Paine 's execution. 
"Poor Tom Paine : There he lie s ;  
Nobody laughs and nobody cries , 
\a.here he has gone and how he . fares , 
Nobody knows and nobody cares ." 190 
189Thid . ,  p .  2h3. 
19DHe was helieveo to have been executed September 1, 1794. 
Woo(l\.!ard, Thoma_� !'�i_!l� : America's Godfather ,  p. 268. 
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Unfortunately, the rhyme foretells Paine ' s  future to a ;_:reat extent . 
However, for the time being, Paine survives to endure the bitterness of 
old and new foe s .  His only comforts are his old and new friends . 
A fter Paine 's narrow brush with death in France , he was released 
from prison in November, 1794.191 One would stirmize that Paine would 
leave Paris , which he did, but he was back by 1796. Most of the former 
Girondins were not alloWed in Pari8 , out the Directory gave Paine a spe­
cial exemption.192 He ultimately stayed until his return to America in 
1802 . His stay in France did not go completely unnoticed. He remained 
a 'suspicious character ' .  A letter · from Napoleon to the Minister of 
Policc, Fouche ,�93 contained the following message for Paine . "Lastly 
you are to inform M. Payne that the police hav:e information as to his 
suspicious behavior and that on the first complaint he will be sent back 
to America, the country to which he belongs .11194 That Paine belonged to 
America was certainly true, although not widely admitted in the United 
States. However, Napoleon should have realized that Paine had influenced 
France als o .  His love of man and hatred of violence , althoup,h unheeded, 
attempted to prevent the brutality of the Reign of Terror . This was not 
acknowled�ed, however . As early as 1794, Paine was so feared and ma-
ligned that he conld not get some of his more revolutionary wri t.ir:gs pub-
191Napoleon I ,  NaE,oleon 's Letters , e d .  J.M. Thompson, (New York : 
E . P .  Dutton and Company, Inc . ,  1954}, letter 57, p. 87. 
192Aldridp;e ,  � of Reason, � �  of Thomas ��-' p .  243. 
193Napoleon was a member of the Directory before declaring him­
self Emperor. Fouche., . former orator and terrorist, had been :·1inister of 
Police since 1799. 
19LNapoleon I, Nauoleon ' s  tett.ers, letter from Napoleon to Fouche., 
Paris, (April 5, 1800 ) ,�ietter S"7, p. 87. 
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J.ished.195 
Yet, hP continued to write . At the tim� of his death libel 
suits were pending. In a rhetorical battle he had characteri�ed James 
Cheetham as an "ugly tempere.d man ." Concurrently, Cheetham had accused 
Paine of "retreating" to the 'pen' during the American Revolution . ?air.e 
filed suit for this alleged libel and Cheetham 's. additional charP,e of 
drunkenness. Unfortunately, Paine died before the suit was brought to 
court.196 Thus, until his death Paine remained in the shadow of discord 
and connict. 
On the other hand, .Joel Barlow remained a faithful friend to Paine . 
Barlow wrote to Cheetham, whom re knew would disagree, about Paine 's eood 
character and qualities .197 Moreover, Barlow always spoke of w:-itincr a 
biography of Paine; however, like most of Barlow's literary goals it diq 
not materialize . The time was not yet right, said Barlow.198 What 3ar-
low meant by this can only be surmi.zed; probably he reeant that it would 
not be accepted by the public because Paine 's reputation was so tarnished. 
If so, how soon America forgot his part in her independence . One 
hopes that Barlow did not forget his debt to Paine . Barlow's work was, 
in a larr-e part, a subsidiary of �aine 's because many of his ideas were 
formed after readinp Paine ' s  writings.199 Jefferson also owed much to 
Paine . There is no .doubt that Paine prq.liferated the Republican ideas 
195sears, Georg� Washin8ton !nd the FrencE Revolutio�, p. 276. 
196J3rought jointly against Cheetham and William Carver. Conway, 
� of Thomas Paine , vol. 2, pp. 308-310. 
197Ibid.,  letter from Barlow to Cheetham, (Aupust 11, 1809) ,  
vol. 2 ,  p. �6b. 
198Todd, I,ife � Letters of i_o.!:.1 �arl_o_!:, I��·�·,  pp. 200, 236-2 37. 
199Miller ,  � Barlow, Revolutionist London, 1791-1792, p. 63. 
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that helped elect Jefferson to the Presidency. 
Jefferson's gratitude is ambiguous , but perhaps hu:nan. On :farer. l.1 , 
1801, Jefferson stated in his Inaur.ural Address, "we are all Republican::: , 
we are all Federalists.11200 'l'his must have been a stranp,� statement. "':.o 
Paine who was now rerarded as a character to be avoided and feared.201 
His constant fip;ht for Republicanism must have seemed useless when he 
heard Jefferson make Federalism and Republicanism synonomous. However ,  
Jefferson both vindicated and jeopardized himself b y ·  befriending the out­
cast Paine . When Paine dined with Jeff er son in 1802, 202 it was not well 
accepted by many Americans. Morris wrote about the incident. Alluding to 
Paine as the "adventurer from abroad" he chided Paine 's warm reception by 
Jefferson. Morris warned that such actions would surely arouse the orid'3 
and indignation of the country.203 It was remarked by anotner that ?aine 
was "an object of disgust, of abhorrence, of absolute loathing to every 
decent man except the President of the United States .11 204 This last state-
mi=mt � not completely true, as a matter 01· fact one of Paine 1 s oldest en-
emies did an about face and transformed Paine from a devil to a saint. 
By 1804, William Cobbett .was a reformer and a great admirer of 
Thomas Paine. After studying The Rights £! �  and � A�e 0o_! Reaso�,205 
2001ouis L. Snyder, Fifty Major Documents of the Nineteenth Century, 
(Princeton, New Jersey :  D .  Nos�and Company, Inc.-;-1�)� p. 9. 
Adams , The Formative Years, vol. 1, pp. 138-139. 
201Ada'11S, The Formative Years, vol. 1, pp. 138-139. 
202smith , Thomas. �, Libera.!£!:, p .  307 . 
203Morris, Diary and Letters �£ Gouverneur Morris, vol. · 2, p. U27 .  
204smith, Thomas Paine, Liberator, p. 308. 
205woodward, Thomas Paine : America's Godfather, pp. 327-341. 
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Cobbett was converted to Paine and his philosophy. Cobbett 's papers 
leave a record of his admiration for Paine . He described Paine as an 
unaffected, frank, and witty writer.206 Cobbett eventually agreed with 
Paine on many aspects. Notably, Cobbett, as Paine, would not infli�t 
the past on the present. As written in � Rights .2£ �, the present 
generation must not be governed by the dead.207 Cobbett •s behavior upon 
• 
Paine 's death reflects his great chanr.e of heart and the fervor it pro-
duced. 
Paine 's  death on June 10, 1809, ended many years of cruel lies.  
His obituary reflected tte extent of the cruelties . The � X2.!:.1s � 
published a brief ambiguous account of Paine ' s  death, it ends thus , 
"I am unacquainted with his age, but he had lived lonP,, done some good, 
and much harm.11 His reputation was also reflected at the funeral; only 
six persons, none renowned, were present. Cobbett was abroad at the time 
and remained there until 1817. Upon his return he was determined to take 
Paine ' s  remains to England and entomb them ih a $hrine. The disinterment 
was completed and met with much ridicule � Thereafter ,  Cobbett took the 
bones to England, where he encountered more ridicule and was unable to 
stimulate interest in a shrine . The bones ultimately passed, upon Cob-
bett 's death, to his son. Later pocession of the remains are unknown--
never enshrined--never respected--their. whereabouts are at present un­
known. In death as in life, Paine endured ingratitude .208 
Although scorned by his contemporaries, Thomas Paine was a great 
206conway, Life ?f Thomas Paine , p .  339. 
207osborn, Willi am Cobbett, pp. 140-142 . 
208vroodwa.rd, Thomas Paine : America's Godfather, pp. 338-348. 
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influence on p1tblic opinion throurhout his life . His contributi0ns to 
the American Revolution must be remembered by posterity. ?ni�e ' s  P,reat-
est fault was that his writings were too reasonable and too e f fective . 
His philosophical abilities made him a worthy adversary for any and all 
comers • .  So 11r:netrating were his ideas that rnany feared t.heir very utter-
ance . To refute them, rnEin of affairs attempted to discredit Paine as well 
as his work. They were successful. Paine died a forgotten man. iiowever , 
the aftermath is not as bleak as one might believe . Paine ' s  ideas are 
now a part of the world and man , even Cobbett grew to understand their 
importance and truth . Paine left his ideas for posterity and they will 
not be forgotten. Paine 's only error was his inability to accept an im-
perfect world. He could not compromise his ideals and ideas . Looking 




�.?E. might create, at least, a mild furor today. If it did, a resur­
rected Paine could withstand it, but he would once again feel the lone-
liness of an intolerant and unreasonable world. 
IV 
Denouement 
Triumph in Defeat 
ThB American Revolution was both an external and internal rebel­
lion. Respectively, the external revol�t�on accomplished 1ts purpose; 
however , the internal conflict was not settled to the satisfaction of all 
indi vi.duals . As a result of these opposing forces two factions i,.iere 
created, notably the Federalists and the Anti-Federalist s .  These factions 
evolved, ultimately, into legitimiz�d political partie s .  Nevertheles s ,  
the legitimization did not include the ideas 01' the most radical Anti­
Federalists who were notoriously labeled • Jacobins • .  These republicans 
remained outside the mainstream of political thought. Thus , neither Joel 
Barlow nor Thomas Paine were really satisfied after 1801, but their dis­
satisfaction broueht different reactions . 
Joel Barlow did not live to see an American nation of sharine ar.d 
fraternity. Nonetheles s ,  because he had not been as maligned as Paine , 
he was able to continue his activity in government and accept the imper­
fection of American politics .  The malicious attacks of the last decade 
of the Eighteenth Century did not destroy his effectiveness_;. he remained 
active and contributed to American politics until his death. Nevertheless, 
one can asslL'lle that he was disillusioned .  The perfectibility of America 
and the world was doubtful; his dreams or a perfect nation were unfulfilled. 
As a political and social philo�opher Barlow's acumen befits a 
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Romantic . Even though he was a child of the Enlightenment, his ide.as 
are more Rousseauian than rationalistic. The Rousseauian influence sep­
arated Barlow from many of his contemporaries who could accept a society 
of rigid classes and authority. His own position required an individu�r 
altruism that Americans of the period were, perhaps, incapable of fulfill­
ing. In this regard Barlow was utopian and can be considered as a revo­
lutionary cultural nationalist. 
On th� other hand, Paine was not a nationalist ,  but rather a uni­
versalist. His prime goal was to spread revolution throughout the world, 
using both America and France as models . The French model became too 
brutal for Paine while America remained too aristocratic; both Republics 
fell short of Paine 's dream. However, he never gave up his dream of an 
international Republic . · :Even' thought he was disillusioned, Paine never 
lost his Republican ideas . The libellous assaults did not dampen his 
dreams , but he became ineffective and sorely abused after his final re­
turn to the United States in 1804. It was impossible for Pair.e to work 
within the American political structur e .  He was, of course, priMarily 
a philosopher and literally could not function in practical politics; 
whereas Barlow could. Consequently, the two men were different in this 
real respect. 
Nevertheless ,  their ideas were similar . and the proliferation of 
these ideas frightened the Federalists and the power structures of Europe 
and England. These powers initiated brutal attacks . Allegations against 
the personal characters �of Paine and Barlow became more important then 
their idP,as . 
Unfortunately, much of the stigma of the Eighteenth Century can 
still be seen today. Barlow is rather an obscure personage in American 
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hi�tory. Even though his poetry is mediocre ,  his ideas reflect early 
Americ:inism and deserve review. Moreover ,  his political a11d social ;->hi­
losphy are a worthy contribution to the ideas of the period, yet, they 
too, are forP,otten. Paine is not forr.otten, but his scurrilou;, Eiehteenth 
Century rep11tation has followed him through the centurie s .  P.e is not yst 
recognized as one of the great leaders of the American Revoluti on and one 
of the Breat republicans . The ide.as of both men deserve more recogn.i ti on. 
Thr.::s e  two American Jacobins helped spread the love of republicanism and 
democracy 1 even · tnqugh their idea� · �re 11Qt �ucg�s�f� >untj.l th� IJinP..;.:. 
teenth Century. 
Notwithstanding this temporary defeat, both men do triilinph . They 
have added to the world of modern ideas and leave, in their Jacobin phi­
losophy, a legacy of democracy, republicanism, and humanitarianism. Al­
though the 'big questions ' ·a re still unanswered and the ' great debate ' 
continues , . both men did enter the arena and fight for their ideals . For­
tunately, their ideas remain both in printed form and in the minds of �an . 
In this way they continue to contribute to humanity. Although tneir lives 
were unfulfilled and in Paine 's case ended tragically, their ideas could 
not be destroye d .  In this regard they -were successful; their aspirations 
-were partially accomplished. They may still accomplish,in death, what 
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